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ABSTRACT  

Design of a Hydraulic Variable Compression Ratio Piston for a Heavy Duty 

Internal Combustion Engine 

Sultan Mubarak Al Mudraa 

A High percentage of fuel consumption worldwide is in internal combustion engines 

which has led environmental organizations and authorities to put further pressure on the 

engine industries to reduce CO2 emissions and enhance engine efficiency. However, 

historically, the effect of the compression ratio on increasing thermal efficiency of the 

engine is well known, hence; numerous technical solutions have been proposed to 

implement a variable compression ratio concept. A new first-class engineering solution to 

use a hydraulic piston was initially patented by BICERA (British Internal Combustion 

Engine Research Association) , then improved by Continental and Daimler Benz. A 

Hydraulic variable compression ratio piston is a hydraulically actuated piston that 

provides a practical method of obtaining a variable compression ratio piston. In this 

literature, a hydraulic variable compression ratio piston for a Volvo D13 diesel engine 

was designed, analyzed, modeled and discussed. This analysis was accomplished by first 

performing kinematic and dynamic analyses for the piston motion and acceleration based 

on the crank-slider mechanism. Following this the oil flow characteristics were defined in 

every mechanical element transferring the oil in its journey from the engine pump to the 

piston. Moreover, two different designs were proposed in an attempt to predict the 

compression ratio by modeling the hydraulic, dynamic and engine execution 

simultaneously.  Additionally, stress on the piston was analyzed using Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA) to assure piston sustainment and rigidity against the harsh combustion 

chamber environment. In conclusion, the best design was successfully selected and 

finalized to reach a wide compression ratio range under a boosted inlet pressure based on 

the selected design, dimensions, check valves and relief valves.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

 Connecting rod length   
 Crankshaft radius   
 Crankshaft angle   

 Connecting rod angle  
 Ratio between crank angle to connecting 

rod angle 
- 

  Piston position   
  Piston velocity   /  
  Piston acceleration   /  
  Angular engine speed  /  
  Time   
  Engine speed   
  Mean piston speed /  

  Displacement volume   
  Clearance volume   
  Stroke   

g  Gravity  /  

  Gas force   

  Connecting rod force   

  Normal force on the crankshaft   

  Tangential force on the crankshaft   

  Density /  

  Fluid velocity  /  

  Diameter   

  Dynamic viscosity  .  

  Pressure   

z  Height  

g  Gravity  /  

  friction coefficient  - 
  coefficient of friction  - 

  Pipe length   

  Reynolds number  ‐ 

∆   Pressure drop   

Q  Volumetric flow rate /  

  Filter area   
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  shaft length   

  height   

  acceleration x component  /  

  acceleration y component  /  

  force   

  Upper chamber pressure   

  lower chamber pressure   

  outer area of the outer piston   

  inner piston area   
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  inner piston diameter  

  inner diameter of lower chamber  

  gas pressure   
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  viscosity of the fluid .  

  flow resistance of the valve ‐ 

  specific gravity of the fluid ‐ 

  upper chamber volume   

  Lower chamber volume   

  Inlet flow rate /  

  outlet flow rate  /  

  combustion chamber volume   

∆   time step   

  initial clearance volume at TDC  

  ratio between specific ratios  ‐ 

  pressure caused by the VCR piston   

  Distance from center of the pin to bottom 
of the sealing of lower chamber 

 

  Horizontal distance from the middle axis 
to edge of the connecting rod 

 

σ  Normal stress  /  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Objectives  

Worldwide demand for internal combustion engines has had a noticeable demand 

increment in many different fields and disciplines, starting from airplanes in the sky, 

vehicle and power plants on the ground, and submarines in the deep sea. In the vehicle 

engines, additional needs have required power plants with increased speed flexibility and 

power-to-weight ratio coupled with improved characteristics in the engine operation.  At 

the same time, there has been additional pressure to reduce CO2 emissions in the world 

coming from global environmental authorities. Altogether these aspects are leading the 

engine industries to introduce new technologies, and try to improve engine design, 

combustion systems, and cooling systems, to meet market requirements and emission 

limitations.  

It has been well-known since the early development of the I.C. engine that the 

compression ratio has made a significant change to engine performance; thermal 

efficiency is improved as the compression ratio increases, as shown in Figure  1.1. The 

effect of increasing the compression ratio on the thermal efficiency, cylinder peak 

pressure and engine output can be calculated using air standard cycle conditions. 

Based on air standard calculations, shown in the following figures, increasing the 

compression ratio initiates knock in the gasoline engines or matches the maximum engine 

pressure in a diesel engine, resulting from the increment of the cylinder pressure 

(Figure  1.3). In a fixed compression ratio engine, solving this trade-off between thermal 

efficiency or engine load and engine knock or engine detonation is very difficult, thus, it 

creates a demand for a compression ratio to be variable with the load. Figure  1.3 shows 
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the effect of increasing the compression ratio for different boosted pressures, and how a 

dramatic increment in peak pressure can be caused by each of these. Moreover, additional 

engine load is needed, but again the peak pressure creates a limit for the load increment 

as shown in Figure  1.3 and Figure  1.4. These plots show clearly how limited the engine is 

if the compression ratio is fixed and, on the other hand, how flexible the engine can be in 

terms of the engine peak pressure.  

 

Figure  1.1: Thermal efficiency as a function for the compression ratio. 

The obvious solution is to change the compression ratio during the operation by 

using a variable compression ratio engine. Hence, the engine will operate at a high 

compression ratio for low loads to increase the efficiency, and then automatically revert 

to a low compression ratio for high loads to maintain the cylinder pressure and reduce the 

heat transfer losses. In that sense, it becomes clear that future engines will require some 

sort of automatic control for the peak pressure of the engine to fulfil the higher market 

demand and achieve power-to-weight ratios.  
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Figure  1.2: Peak pressure vs. compression ratio for different inlet pressure. 

  

 

Figure  1.3: Peak pressure vs. engine load for different compression ratio. 
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Figure  1.4: Peak pressure vs. engine load for different inlet pressure. 

A hydraulic variable compression ratio piston for a diesel engine was designed, 

analyzed, modeled and discussed. This analysis was accomplished by first studying 

piston motion and acceleration based on the crank-slider mechanism kinematics and 

dynamics for a Volvo D13 engine and then defining the oil flow characteristics in every 

element transferring the oil in its journey from the engine pump to the piston. Moreover, 

two different designs were proposed to attempt to predict the performance by modeling 

the execution hydraulically, hence the resulted compression ratio was calculated. Finally, 

finite element analysis (FEA) was performed to predict the sustainability of the material 

against the given pressure and mechanical stresses.  

By using a hydraulic VCR piston, the minimum change to engine block can be 

achieved while applying the least modification to the engine structure. Therefore, a minor 

additional cost, compared to other technical solutions, is the penalty paid to acquire a 

variable compression ratio engine. [1] 
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1.2 Background and Previous VCR Technical Solutions  

Historically, many attempts have been made, in almost every mechanical element that 

transfers the power, to change the compression ratio during the engine operation [2]. 

Various ideas that have been established and patented to modify the compression ratio 

will be presented in this section:  

 Moving the cylinder head  

 Changing the volume of the combustion chamber 

 Varying the connecting rod geometry 

 Moving the pin of the crankshaft 

 Dual piston mechanism 

 Varying the piston crown relative to piston pin.  

Compression ratio in the engine is defined in the following way 

(see Figure  1.5) [3]:  

 																																																	 1.1 	      

 = compression ratio 

 = displacement volume  

 = clearance volume 

 The compression ratio can be changed by modifying either 

displacement volume or clearance volume. Most of the technical 

solutions listed above change the value of the clearance volume, 

however, some of them change the stroke length and consequently 

the displacement volume. 

Figure  1.5: Basic 

engine geometry. 
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1.2.1 Moving Cylinder Head  

A VCR can be implemented by changing the cylinder head position. Saab 

considered this technology by introducing Saab Variable Compression (SVC) engine 

which tilts the cylinder head about the lower part by up to four degrees, in parallel with 

boosting pressure into the cylinder up to 2.8	 . Saab was able to change the 

compression ratio from 14:1 for low loads to 8:1 for high loads. With this design, Saab 

was able to decrease fuel consumption by 30%, and HC emissions also were decreased 

significantly. [4] 

 

 

 

Figure  1.6: Saab Variable Compression (SVC) engine. 
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1.2.2 Changing Volume of the Combustion Chamber 

In this design, an additional volume is added to the compression volume by 

having an auxiliary volume in the cylinder head. Ford presented this concept as shown in 

Figure  1.7, in 1992. An auxiliary chamber is added to the main chamber (see 

Figure  1.7a), an O ring (52) is placed around the valve stem (44) within the valve guide 

(46) to isolate this chamber from the atmosphere. The end of the stem carries an abutment 

plate (44a) which is connected to the cam; the cam is connected to a controller to control 

the volume of the auxiliary volume [5, 6]. During low compression ratios, the auxiliary 

chamber expands and connects to the combustion chamber, but during high compression 

ratios operation, it is isolated from the combustion chamber.  

 

 

Figure  1.7: Ford patent to achieve VCR by adding an auxiliary volume. a) first patent. b) second patent.  
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1.2.3 Varying Connecting Rod Geometry  

Two methods are used to change the length of the connecting rod: the eccentric 

method or the linkages method. Any modification on the connecting rod has to overcome 

the disadvantage of adding an oscillating and rotating mass, and consequently larger 

stresses will be generated. Nissan proposed different successful patents using them to 

change the compression ratio by changing the connecting rod length [7, 8]. In this design 

(shown in Figure  1.8a), the connecting rod (13) is connected to the piston (11) through 

pin (13a) and to lower link (14) through pin (14a). Link (14) is connected to the control 

link (15) through pin (14b). Link (15) is connected to the control shaft (20) through pin 

(21) with an offset distance between the center of the shaft (22) and the pin (21). The 

center of the shaft is connected to the control actuator (33) through lever (32). The 

controller (40) prompts the motor (35) to drive an actuator rod (34) to vary the movement 

of the lever (32) and consequently move pin (21). The compression ratio depends on the 

position of the pin (21) in Figure  1.8a. 

The engine is in its maximum compression ratio since the position of the pin (21) 

is it is maximum height. This can be further explained using Figure  1.8b, which 

illustrates three different positions for pin (21), starting from the maximum compression 

ratio at Position A to the minimum compression ratio at Position C. In this patent, they 

claimed that CR would be changed very quickly, however, at low loads the friction forces 

between the housing and the actuator rod will increase dramatically. Additional 

explanation about this design can be found in patents [7, 8]. Interestingly, this concept is 

now in production.   
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1.2.4 Moving the Pin of the Crank Shaft: 

Changing the crankshaft position can change the compression ratio, as a 

consequence of changing the clearance volume. Many patents have been proposed to 

change the eccentric pin of the crankshaft [9-12]. However, the main drawback of this 

technology is the essential change that has to be made to the engine body. By using 

principal of a movable crankshaft or a movable counterweight, the compression ratio of 

the engine could be controlled manually or automatically (see Figure  1.9) [9]. A compact 

and low friction engine was designed recently which reduced the vibration losses and 

enhacne the lifetime of the bearings. Cost reduction and a more durable device were 

claimed with this design [13].   

 

Figure  1.8: Schematic for the Nissan concept to change the compression ratio by changing the 

connecting rod geometry. a) first patent. b) second patent. 
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1.2.5 Dual Piston Mechanism 

Dual piston is a new concept, proposed by Honda, to control the compression 

ratio in the engine by having a compact structure and fast response time. The piston is 

divided into inner and outer piston, as shown in Figure  1.10a. The inner piston has the 

function of a piston skirt and a lifter mechanism as well as a lock mechanism. The lifter 

mechanism has the function to engage with and ride up onto the rear face of the outer 

piston. The lock mechanism has the function as a key that retains the outer piston [14].  

As shown in Figure  1.10b, in switching from low to high compression ratio, after the 

hydraulic pressure is turned ON, the lock mechanism acts on the pin of the lock plate, so 

that the lock plate rotates out and the outer piston becomes free (A1). The outer piston 

raises 3.5mm up by the resultant piston inertia force and the cylinder pressure force (A2), 

and the maintained hydraulic pressure causes the lifter plate to rotate in (A3). The state of 

the high compression ratio was maitnained as the outer piston stepped on the lifter plate. 

Figure  1.9: Schematic drawing for changing pin position of the crank shaft. 
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Using this design, the compression ratio could be changed from 9.6:1 to 14.2:1. Honda 

claimed that the fuel economy could be increased by about 6% using this design[15, 16].  

 

1.2.6 Brevick Pressure Reactive Piston: 

Ford proposed this design that was patented by Brevick in 1993. It has a spring 

that is sandwiched between the piston crown and the inner piston, as shown in 

Figure  1.11. At low load, there little stress above the combustion, so CR is high while at 

low load. The compression ratio in this design can change from 9.26:1 to 13.5:1 with 

approximately 3	  compression height. [17] 

Figure  1.10: Schematic of dual piston concept. 

a) b) 
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Figure  1.11: Pressure reactive cross section.  

1.3 VCR with Hydraulic Piston Technology 

In this section, another technology of changing the compression ratio will be 

presented in detail since the major idea of this thesis will be based on understanding of 

what has been already achieved in this field. Varying the compression ratio by 

introducing a hydraulically operated piston to vary the piston crown height was 

accomplished by introducing an upper and lower oil chamber and supplying the oil 

through the connecting rod and then the inner chamber. Different papers have traced the 

development of the BICERA piston since its earliest development. Those Papers will be 

summarized and presented in the following sections. 

 

1.3.1 Basic Principle of BICERA Piston 
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In the early 1950s BICERA were involved in work to develop an output of 

medium speed diesel engines. They increased the output by increasing the turbocharging 

pressure, and hence improved the exhaust conditions and thermal efficiency. However, 

they were limited by excessive peak cylinder pressures and consequently additional cost 

in the engine design to last against this high pressure [18].  Subsequently, BICERA 

produced an alternative design to change the compression in the piston itself 

(Figure  1.12). This piston was designed for a Mirrlees 2 TLB/E3 engine of 216	  

(8.1/2”) bore diameter, operating at up to 86	  maximum cylinder pressure and speeds 

of up to 750	 . It also included the facility for oil cooling of the ring belt and under 

piston crown [19].  

 

Advantages of using variable height piston [1]: 

1. Minimum modification to combustion chamber geometry  

2. Optimum surface area/volume ratio in the combustion 

Figure  1.12: Mk 1, first BICERA VCR piston design.  
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3. Least power consumption by the new system  

4. Direct response to peak pressure  

5. Acceptable complexity  

6. Appropriate for diesel and gasoline engines  

7. Fit for multi-cylinder applications  

8. Inherent cooling of the piston 

 

1.3.2 Mode of Operation 

A schematic view of the piston design is shown in Figure  1.13. It consists of an 

inner piston (1), and outer piston (2) which are free to move axially, relative to one 

another. The inner piston acts as piston pin carrier (3) and forms two chambers upper 

piston (4) and lower (5) to contains engine oil. The oil is fed into the chambers via the 

connecting rod, oil collector (11) and non-return valves (7 and 8). The relative positions 

of the inner and outer pistons, and hence the compression height, is controlled by the 

volumes of the upper and lower chambers. The lower chamber has a small diameter 

orifice (9) which controls the rate of oil flow from this chamber and hence the rate of oil 

admission to the upper chamber. The upper chamber has a discharge valve (10) set to 

open at a pressure corresponding to the required maximum cylinder pressure [1].  

 

1. Inner Piston  
2. Outer Piston  
3. Gudgeon Pin  
4. Upper oil chamber  
5. Lower oil chamber  
6. Lower oil chamber closing rings 
7. Check valve  
8. Check valve  
9. Orifice  
10. Discharge valve  
11. Oil collector  

Figure  1.13: Schematic view of BICERA piston. 
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In operation, at the end of the exhaust stroke and at the beginning of the intake 

stroke, the net upward forces cause a small movement upwards of the outer piston (see 

Figure  1.14). This difference in the relative movement is controlled by the reduction of 

the lower oil chamber which results from the expulsion of the oil through the orifice. The 

additional volume enlarges in the upper oil chamber will be filled with oil coming 

through check valve. Therefore, the compression height (relative movement) increases 

over the number of cycles is restricted by the mechanical limit provided by the closing 

ring. The orifice is designed to ensure that the outer piston will not move upward relative 

to the inner piston more than a small limit during each stroke.  

 

Figure  1.14: Oil flow during the operation for BICERA piston. 

In the firing stroke, cylinder pressure increases dramatically and exceeds the 

design limit determined by the cracking pressure of the discharge valve, thus; the upper 

oil chamber discharges an oil and reduces its volume, and the outer piston moves down 

relative to the inner piston. It also will cause the lower oil chamber to expand relatively 

and filled by oil through a check valve. Therefore, the amount of the oil discharged 
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during compression expansion stroke depends on the pressure limit of the check valve 

and hence the discharge oil during each stroke. The pressure trace of each oil chamber 

was distinctly explained by Wallace using Continental VCR piston shown in Figure  1.16 

[20]. Figure  1.15 shows a schematic diagram of a relative movement between the outer 

and the inner pistons, it shows the height in the piston across in different modes: 

increasing the compression height, decreasing the height and at constant compression 

height [21].  

 

Figure  1.15: Compression ratio and peak pressure vs. of compression ratio.  
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Figure  1.16: Mode of operation for Continental Hydraulic piston (top) and oil pressure (bottom).  

 

At the beginning of the operation, upward and downward movements will 

fluctuate until they reach a steady state height at a certain compression height. Based on 

the engine peak pressure the final height is determined, if the peak pressure is larger than 

the design pressure, the compression height decreases and the net relative downward 

movement increases and hence the compression ratio decreases. Thus, the piston changes 

compression height and hence its compression ratio automatically responding to the 

applied load coming on the engine. If the applied load is increased then the height is 

reduced to maintain a constant engine peak pressure, and if the load increases further than 

the lower compression ratio limit, then the cylinder pressure raises again. If the load 
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decreases, the height will increase to increase the engine peak pressure until it reaches the 

maximum compression ratio of the piston. This process is explained in Figure  1.15 [20]. 

 

1.3.3 BICERA Mk llc  

Two designs were introduced and tested by BICERA. Mk l and Mk llc. In Mk llc 

design, a non-return valve was added to the lower end of the connecting rod, to keep the 

flow in one direction and prevent backflow. The maximum compression height of the 

upper piston was 25	  at a rate of 0.1 mm per cycle. The compression ratio varied 

from 8:1 to 15:1. Both the inner and outer pistons were made from cast aluminum alloy 

with cast iron. The performance of the engine with this piston is presented in 

Figure  1.17c. At 20.69 bar (300	 	  the temperature distribution across the piston 

at 21.7 bar (315 psi) is presented in Figure  1.17b where it can be noted that the maximum 

temperature is at the closest to combustion chamber and this temperature decayed as you 

penetrate inside the piston. The peak pressure using a VCR piston varies with different 

load positions (presented in Figure  1.17a) [20]. 
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Figure 1.17: Results for hydraulic piston performance. 

a b 

c 
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1.3.4 Continental Hydraulic Piston   

 Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation also developed another 

hydraulic piston in cooperation with BICERA to achieve a compact high-performance 

diesel engine by changing the compression ratio of the engine without making any 

essential change to the engine structure. This design (shown in Figure  1.18) has a crown 

relative movement of 5.6 mm and compression ratio range from 12:1 to 21:1 [22]. Most 

of the changes were made to the combustion bowl geometry. This piston was installed on 

a 12-cylinder diesel engine with a Continental 123.8	  4 	 	bore and 127	  

5	  stroke. The engine was produced 410	  (550	  at 2800	 . After 

adding the VCR pistons to the engine, the power increases by 50% up to 615	  

(825	  and up to 100% up to approximately 820	  (1100	  without any change in 

the engine structure. The material of the outer piston was also changed from cast 

aluminum to malleable iron to last against high stresses, and this was the major 

modification from Type I to Type IV.  

Additionally, the shape of the outer piston was optimized to achieve a shape that 

improves the combustion characteristics due to a large variation in the clearance volume 

and compression ratio. This was also optimized with the injection system to compromise 

the swirl in the combustion chamber.  
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The piston shell in the VCR piston is a unique feature compared to a conventional 

reciprocating engine piston with regard to stress analysis. Usually, the peak pressure on 

the conventional piston creates compression stresses. Conversely, in the VCR piston, 

tensile stresses are created. Interestingly, the forces on both sides of the piston are the 

same, but the pressures are not. Since the area under the piston is smaller, the pressure 

under the piston is greater than the cylinder pressure above the piston in inverse 

proportion to the projected areas. This pressure difference causes tensile stress at the 

inner radius of the piston shell which provides a bending moment around the corners. An 

extensive study on the fatigue stresses occurring in the corners was performed on 

aluminum alloys, and consequently malleable iron was successfully applied because of its 

higher strength.  

Piston oil cooling, a genius idea of the continental VCR piston is the cooling 

effect using the oil groove. The oil collector located immediately after the connecting 

Figure 1.18: Schematic view of Continental hydraulic piston.   
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rod, allows oil to flow to an annulus formed by the carrier and piston shell; this provides 

direct cooling for the piston rings. In addition, the oil in the upper oil chamber is 

available for cooling the underside of the piston crown. Oil flow into the upper chamber 

provides a cooling control.  

Heat flow calculations indicate that if the upward movement were increased from 

0.127 to 0.508	  per cycle, then the oil flow would be adequate to absorb the released 

heat to the piston at a rate of 150% of the output. Temperature of the oil increase by 50  

was assumed in these calculations with sufficient velocity to provide a good heat transfer 

coefficient. 

Results after installing the VCR can be shown in Figure  1.19 to compare the 

operation of the VCR piston with a fixed ratio piston at 1600	 . These tests were run 

using compression ignition engine CV fuel. The graph represents the pressure rise rate, 

peak cylinder pressure and indicated specific fuel consumption (ISFC) as a function of 

load. It can be noted the at pressure rise rate for a fixed compression ratio increased 

dramatically with load, however, this is not the case with the VCR piston were the rise 

rate was almost constant. Note that the VCR did reach the minimum compression ratio in 

this plot, so there was still a suitable margin to increase the output [20]. 
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Figure  1.19: Results at 1600 rpm with and without VCR piston. 

 

1.3.5 Daimler Benz Hydraulic Piston  

Daimler Benz and Mahle cooperated to design a variable compression ratio piston 

on a gasoline engine. The piston used the BICERI hydraulic concept but with a simpler 

inlet valve since the gasoline engine has lower peak pressure (see Figure  1.20). However, 

tests resulted in failure of the piston when running above 3000	 . This was either 

because less oil was supplied to the lower oil chamber or leakage from the lower oil 

chamber through the orifice.  
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Figure  1.20: Schematic drawing for Daimler Benz hydraulic piston for a gasoline engine. 

 

Consequently, the design was modified to feed the lower oil chamber with oil 

from the upper chamber when compression height is reduced, and, instead of discharging 

oil through the orifice to the engine, the orifice discharges oil to the upper chamber, to 

keep more oil inside the engine as shown in Error! Reference source not found.c. 

Furthermore, this has the benefit of having the design which prevents the leakage from 

the piston when the engine is not running.  

With this design and further work on the inlet valve, engine was successfully 

operated up to 5000	  [21]. A fuel efficiency increment of approximately 10% was 

achieved by increasing the CR from 9:1 to 13:1. 

 

 

Figure  1.21: Schematic view of Daimler Benz Hydraulic piston compared (right)to BICERA (left) and their 

chamber pressure (bottom). 
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1.3.6 Measurement and Hydraulic Control Element used Daimler Benz 

Hydraulic Piston  

 With the current design a fault develops. The enlargement of the compression 

height is interrupted for approximately three seconds. Reasons for this might because: a 

temporary jamming between the outer and the inner piston, no oil supply to the top oil 

chamber, a leakage in the check valve to the top oil chamber, a failure of the seal system, 

or faults in the hydraulics because of the air in the system.  

  The oil pressure in the piston pin was measured to define and localize the exact 

causes. The test set up and the weight reduced VCR piston used for this is shown in 

Figure  1.22. The oscillating link shown in the figure is used to transmit the measured 

value. An inductive transducer was used to measure the compression height variation. A 

subminiature pressure sensor was used to measure the pressure.  
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An advanced development was made in order to reduce the weight (Figure  1.20). 

This design differs from the previous one in that the outer piston was designed as a ring 

carrier to save weight, and the bottom part of the inner piston forms a skirt. The new 

design weighed 20% more than the fixed compression ratio piston [23]. The compression 

ratio range of this design was from 8: 1 to 13.9 with a maximum crown movement of 

5.5	 . This design was tested with a peak cylinder pressure step increment from 

30	  to 70	  and hence the discharge valve opened. Consequently, the compression 

ratio fell over the maximum movement 5.5	  in 2	  (67	 ) then peak 

pressure was again reduced from 70	  to 45	 , as shown in Figure  1.23 [21]. This 

VCR piston was also tested on a multi cylinder V8 SI engine. Moreover, a slight 

modification to the piston was required before it was successfully used in a six-cylinder 

diesel engine. In conclusion, with the VCR piston in a single cylinder test engine, with 

appropriate design of check valve, orifice and discharge valve, it is possible to control the 

response of the pressure over the entire range of the engine operation. With both diesel 

and SI engines, peak cylinder pressure was limited to permitted levels. Knock was 

effectively limited in the SI engine and the VCR engine.  

 

Figure  1.22:  Test set-up for measuring the variation in the compression height and oil pressure in the 

chamber. 
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Figure  1.23: Oil chamber pressure (top) and compression height measurements (bottom). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3.7 Limitation and Challenges of Hydraulic VCR Piston  

It has been proved that the application of the hydraulic VCR piston has had a 

beneficial effect on both spark and diesel engines. Despite multiple hydraulic VCR 

pistons having been tested for hundreds of hours, this piston has not come into production 

yet. The reason for this may be due to the flowing aspects according to Ashley [1]:  

1. Weight  
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2. Cost  

3. Durability and reliability  

4. Production consistency  

Adding the VCR piston to the engine increases the oscillating mass considerably, 

and this has to be accounted for in the design. Also, if such a piston is to be produced it 

must be borne in mind that it a new technology that combines the mechanical and 

hydraulic aspects. Such a combination in the knowledge is not offered currently the 

existing cylinder component companies, and in addition the need to machine a piston 

crown and ring belt individually. In order to put such a product into the market new 

manufacturing processes, assembly, and coating are required exploit its potential.  

1.4 Aim of this thesis  

 Study the dynamics of the a BICERA piston  

 Model the hydraulic oil flow inside the VCR piston and determine the parameters 

affect the compression height 

 This is in preparation of a new VCR piston with an active control of CR instead of 

the passive as used by BICERA 
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1.5 Engine Setup 

A D13 Volvo truck engine used in this study has the following parameters:  

Table  1.1: Engine specifications. 

Engine Parameter Value 

Stroke 158 [mm] 

Bore 131 [mm] 

Compression ratio 17.8 [-] 

Connecting rod radius “r” 79 [mm] 

Connecting rod length “l” 267.5 [mm] 

 

Figure  1.24: Volvo D13 engine.  
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Chapter 2 Kinematics and Dynamic of Engine Piston    

The crank slider mechanism is a very helpful and accurate model that can be used 

to calculate the piston position as a function of the crank angle. In this chapter, the 

location of the piston, velocity and acceleration will be calculated and presented. Also, 

forces generated by the mass and gas forces will be presented separately and summed 

together. These results are extremely valuable in the next chapters to recognize the 

developed pressure on the oil chamber.  

2.1 Piston Kinematics  

 

 

 

The Piston stroke is calculated using the crack radius as given in the following equation:  

 

 2 ∗  (2.1) 

Piston position can be calculated using trigonometry: 

  (2.2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.1: Crank slider mechanism 
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The ratio of the crank angle to the connecting rod is defined:  

  (2.3) 

By using series expansion, trigonometric rules and the chain rule, the final position 

expression is simplified to the following expression [3]:  

 
1

2
sin  

(2.4) 

By taking the derivative and using the chain rule:  

 
 

(2.5) 

 
 

(2.6) 

The velocity is calculated using the following equation:  

 
sin

2
sin 2  

(2.7) 

The acceleration is calculated using the following equation:  

 cos 2  (2.8) 

Mean piston speed is calculated according to the following equations:  

 

 2  (2.9) 

 
2

60
 

(2.10) 

It should be noted that equations (2.7) and (2.8) were generated by series 

expansion and the first and second term were considered while other terms were 

neglected. This very helpful in understanding the logic of piston movement based on the 

first order part, however second order part is very hard to be predicted.  All of the 

previous equations were calculated and plotted at an engine speed of 1500 rpm. 
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 Piston position is shown in Figure  2.2. It can be shown that the piston moves 

from zero at TDC up to the maximum distance, which is the stroke at BDC based on the 

given coordinate system, shown in Figure  2.1. The piston velocity is plotted in Figure  2.3 

the speed in this figure is normalized by the mean piston speed of the engine. The 

maximum speed the piston can achieve is in the center between the TDC and BDC, 

moreover, it equals zero at TDC and BDC. This can help up us to understand the 

acceleration behavior. Acceleration is given in gravity g (9.81 / ), the piston reaches 

its peak at TDC of around 250 g, as shown in Figure  2.4. This also creates an extremely 

high mass force on the engine at TDC.   
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Figure  2.2: Piston position vs. CAD at 1500 rpm.  
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Figure  2.3: Piston speed vs. CAD at 1500 rpm. 

 

 

Figure  2.4: Piston acceleration vs. CAD at 1500 rpm. 
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2.2 Piston Dynamics  

2.2.1 Gas Forces: 

  

Figure  2.5: Pressure trace.  

  

Figure  2.6: Force on the crank slider mechanism. 
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Combustion in the combustion chamber will generate pressure on the piston, 

hence, forces will concentrated on the bolts of the piston and transfer this force to the 

connecting rod and down to the crankshaft. Force components are shown on the entire 

mechanism in Figure  2.6 [3].  is the gas force coming from the gas pressure on the 

piston bolt, shown in Figure  2.5, which is divided into two components, one on the 

connecting rod   and one normal to the wall . The connecting rod force   is 

transferred to the normal crack radius force  and tangential force ; the tangential 

force is the force that generates the torque on the crank shaft. It should be noticed that the 

gas pressure trace was taken from the engine in a naturally aspirated case without boosted 

inlet pressure, however, this was during the installation of the engine while the actual 

pressure trace was boosted up to 2 bar inlet pressure. As a result, the original pressure 

trace was doubled which is widely accepted in the engine community. 

Forces are calculated based on the following equations:  

 
cos

 
(2.11) 

 
tan

 
(2.12) 

 
cos

cos
cos

 
(2.13) 

 
sin

sin
cos

 
(2.14) 
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2.2.2 Mass Forces  

Gas forces move the piston with a certain acceleration (explained in section  2.1). 

However, moving an object with a certain acceleration will generate an inertial force, 

although here two different object movements are occurring; oscillating and rotating. The 

piston is obviously going to be part of the oscillating mass, however, the connecting rod 

is not straight forward, since part of the connecting rod is oscillating and the remainder is 

rotating. This depends on the center of gravity, however, it is reasonable to assume that 

1/3 to 1/4 is oscillating and the rest is rotating.  

Based on the connecting rod drawings and dimensions, 0.2605 of the connecting 

rod is oscillating since the connecting rod is somewhat long. Additionally, rotating forces 

are generated by the rotational motion but balanced by the counterweight, and rotating 

forces will not be calculated as it will not help in the hydraulic analysis.  

 

Mass forces are given by Newton’s second law as follows:  

  (2.15) 

  (2.16) 
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2.2.3 Results for Engine Forces  

Mass and gas forces are essential concepts to understand the oil flow in a VCR 

piston. Both forces are plotted in Figure  2.7 for different engine speeds. Mass forces 

depend on the engine speed, as speed increases, mass forces increase. However, since the 

engine is a truck sized engine, it does not have a very high speed, and its maximum speed 

(2100 rpm) is relatively low compared to a gasoline engine. It can be shown that the 

maximum mass force occurs at TDC toward the top dead center (coordinate system is 

flipped upside down) while the gas force acts in the other direction. Interestingly, this 

plot shows that both the gas and mass forces are acting in the same direction at BDC, and 

therefore they will both contribute to the increased pressure of the upper chamber.  

 

 

Figure  2.7:Gas and mass force.  
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Chapter 3 Hydraulic Oil Analysis 

 

To be able to design the hydraulic piston, the hydraulics of the lubrication oil in 

the engine have to be understood very well. Initially, the path in the engine will be 

described; each element in this path will contribute to the pressure drop of the of the oil. 

Subsequently, the pressure drop equation and assumptions for every element will be 

explained. Finally, the contribution of every element in this chain will be combined to 

find the pressure variation at every instance for the upper and the lower oil chambers. 

 

3.1 Oil Path  

Oil starts its journey (Figure  3.1) from the engine pump up to the chamber in the 

following order:  

1. Engine Pump  

2. Oil filter  

3. Main gallery  

4. Main bearing  

5. Big end bearing  

6. Small end bearing  

7. Oil chambers  

i. Upper oil chamber  

ii. Lower oil chamber  
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Figure  3.1: Lubrication system for Volvo D13 engine. 

Pressure losses through this path can be classified as follows:  

 Frictional pressure drop 

 Gravity pressure drop 

 Oil pressure drop through some components 

 Acceleration pressure drop 

 Centrifugal pressure drop 

 Pipe bend pressure drop 

 Valve resistance pressure drop 

 

3.2 Engine Pump  

The pump is the main source of the oil pressure head, it sucks the oil from the oil 

sump and pumps it to the rest of the engine. In this study, it was assumed the engine oil 

coming from the pump had the following parameters: 
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Table  3.1: Engine pump parameters 

Parameter  Value  Unit 

Flow rate  5 ∗ 10  ⁄  

Pressure of the pump   3.5 ∗ 10   

Pipe diameter  4   

Oil density  865 /  

Dynamic viscosity  11 ∗ 10  . 	 ⁄ .  

Gravity  9.8  /  

 

3.3 Frictional Losses in the Pipe  

The oil will encounter numerous frictional losses in the piping system. To 

calculate the pressure drop through the piping system, the type of the flow should be 

determined (if it is laminar or turbulent) [24] using the Reynolds number:  

 
 

(3.1) 

The criteria for laminar flow is to have 	 2300, and 2300	for turbulent 

flow. The Bernoulli equation is used to calculate the pressure drop as follows:  

 ∗
2

∗
2

∆  
(3.2) 

 

 

∆ 	
2

∆  
(3.3) 
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Pressure drop in the pipes is given by the following equation:  

 

 

∆
2

 
(3.4) 

The friction coefficient depends on the type of the flow  

- For laminar flow  

 

 

 
(3.5) 

- For turbulent flow 

 

 

0.25

log 3.7
5.74

.

 
(3.6) 

  

3.4 Friction Losses in Oil Filter  

 ∆ 244 1.07

. log 10
.
1

.
∗

 
(3.7) 

Where the Reynolds number in the filter is given:  

 
 

(3.8) 

and the velocity is calculated as follows:  

 
 

(3.9) 

The following parameters were assumed for the filter:  
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Table  3.2: Filter parameters.   

Parameter  Value  Unit 

 2.8 ∗ 10   

 11 ∗ 10  	.  

 0.85 - 

 0.3584  

 6.35 ∗ 10   

 

3.5 Pressure Drop in the Crankshaft  

Part of the pressure drop occurs in the crankshaft, it was calculated according to 

the following equation [25]:  

 
∆

128	 1
2

1
2

 
(3.10) 

 

 

Figure  3.2: Oil path inside the crank shaft. 
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3.6 Pressure Drop in the Connecting Rod  

 

 

 

 

After the crankshaft, the oil flows through the connecting rod up to the oil 

chambers. A pressure drop in the connecting rod is generated due to three different 

classifications: gravity pressure drop, frictional pressure drop and acceleration pressure 

drop. The equations are described follows [25]:  

1- Gravity pressure drop:  

 ∆ ,  (3.11) 

where 	can be found using by equating the length between two vectors:  

 sin  (3.12) 

2- Frictional pressure drop:  

 
∆ , 2

 
(3.14) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3.3: Crank slider mechanism. 
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3- Acceleration pressure drop, the acceleration will have two components:  

  (3.15) 

  (3.16) 

 ∆ ,  (3.17) 

 

3.7 Results for Pressure Drop in the Engine  

The pressure drop in all elements can be added up and summed and calculated as 

demonstrated in the plots shown in Figure  3.4 as a function of the crank angle. Two 

different concerns will be presented here. First, “pressure drop” which represents the 

summation of the pressure drop in all the elements on the oil path from the engine to the 

point immediately before the lower or the upper oil chamber. Second, “pressure 

generated by the pump”, which is the oil pressure at the point right before the upper or 

the lower chamber, is found by subtracting the total pressure drop from the oil pressure at 

the pump port mentioned in Table  3.1.  

The pressure drop and pressure generated by the pump are calculated successfully 

at every crank angle degree. Results shown in Figure  3.4 and Figure  3.5 were computed 

at an engine speed of 1500 rpm. Pressure for pump has a harmonic behavior because of 

the pressure drop in the connecting rod, and this behavior repeats itself every revolution 

as the piston travels between BDC and TDC. Interestingly, pressure drop has a negative 

pressure drop which means that the pressure after the connecting rod can be larger than 

the pressure generated by the pump. The pressure drop for different engine speeds is 
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plotted in Error! Reference source not found.. It shows that as the engine speed 

increases, the pressure drop increases dramatically.  

 

Figure  3.4: Pressure drop vs. CAD at 1500 rpm. 
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Figure  3.5: Oil pressure generated by the pump vs. CAD at1500 rpm. 

Chapter 4 Hydraulic Models  

 

As seen in the literature review in  Chapter 1, numerous designs were proposed to 

implement the BICERA piston idea. Each design has its own advantage, for example, in 

the first version the piston has an orifice to control the maximum flow into the upper 

chamber, but in the version from Daimler Benz, the orifice is removed from the lower oil 

chamber since it is difficult to control the discharge oil out of it.  

In this study, two model designs were suggested to implement this technology. 

First, a Uni-flow model where the oil fed through connecting rod is connected only to the 

lower oil chamber. Second, a Double-flow model where the connecting rod oil can 

directly reach both the lower and upper oil chambers. In this chapter, both models will be 

presented, explained and their results will be discussed.  
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4.1 Uni-Flow Model  

4.1.1 Mode of Operation  
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Figure  4.1: Schematic view for Uni-Flow VCR piston design. 

1. Outer piston.  

2. Oil collector  

3. Connecting rod  

4. Check valve  

5. Lower oil chamber  

6. Connecting rod oil path  

7. Lower sealing  

8. Inner piston   

9. Upper oil chamber  

10. Discharge valve   

 

In this model, as shown in Figure  4.1, the oil flows from the connecting rod oil 

path (6) to the oil collector (2), then the lower oil chamber (5) through the check valve 

(4), then from the lower chamber (5) to the upper oil chamber (9). Finally, one way for 
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the oil to be discharged from the VCR piston is via the relief discharge valve (10) located 

in the upper oil chamber (9). The check valve (4) is located in the inlet of the lower oil 

chamber to keep oil flowing into the piston. Oil flowing between any two points depends 

on having a pressure difference, hence, if the pressure in the lower oil chamber is higher 

than the pressure in the upper oil chamber, then oil will flow from the lower to the upper 

chamber in one direction only. Figure  4.2 shows the schematic piston at high and low 

compression ratio modes, it goes to the maximum compression ratio as the outer piston 

raises and the upper chamber in filled on oil.  

 

Figure  4.2: Uni-flow model in high CR (right) and low CR (Left) modes. 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2 Model Analysis  
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The main objective of this model is to find the height variation of the outer piston 

compared to the inner piston. This depends on the following elements: the pressure of the 

oil jet from the pump (calculated in  Chapter 2) shown in Figure  3.4 and Figure  3.5, the 

pressure of the lower oil chamber, and, the pressure of the upper oil chamber. The 

pressure in the upper oil chamber can be found by adding all forces concentrated in the 

upper oil chamber, given by Newton’s second law:  

  (4.1) 

 
 

(4.2) 

 
 

(4.3) 

 

4
 

(4.4) 

 

4
 

(4.5) 

 

4
 

(4.6) 

 

The pressure depends on the acceleration shown in section  2.1. Mass used in 

previous equations equals to the mass of the outer piston and mass the lower sealing. Free 

body diagram is the upper and lower chamber are shown in Figure  4.3 and Figure  4.4, it 

should be noted that the mass of oil was neglected so it doesn’t have an inertial force. If 

the acceleration is negative, then the outer piston accelerates towards the TDC and Eq. 

4.2 is valid for the upper piston, and the lower piston pressure will be the same as the oil 

pressure on the connecting rod oil jet. However, if the acceleration is positive, then the 
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outer piston is accelerating towards the BDC. In this case, if gas forces are greater than 

mass forces then Eq. 4.2 is valid, but if these forces are lower than the mass forces, then 

the upper chamber creates a vacuum, its pressure drops to almost zero, and forces are 

focused on the lower oil chamber, (Eq. 4.3).   

 

Figure  4.3: Free body diagram of upper chamber and piston crown. 

 

Figure  4.4: Free body diagram of lower chamber. 

Flow rate into chambers occurs based on the pressure difference between any two 

points. Hence, as the pressure of each point is calculated at every point, the flow rate can 

be found using the followig equation given by the relief valve company 

manufacturer[26]:  

 
∆

 

(4.7) 

and using the orifice equation for the check valve:  
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2

2 ∆
 

(4.8) 

where:  

: flow rate  

:	constant related to different unit  

	 :	viscosity of the fluid  

:	flow resistance of the valve 

: specific gravity of the fluid  

∆ : pressure difference  

: density of the fluid  

: area of the valve inlet 

 

Subsequently, an unsteady state form of the conservation of mass equation is used 

for every chamber:  

 
 

(4.9) 

 
 

(4.10) 

Differential equations were solved by integration coupled with all the previous 

equations regarding the time or crank angle.   

As a consequence, the volume of the combustion chamber changes at every crank 

angle as follows (assuming the upper chamber is expanding):  

1 	 ∗ ∆ ∗ ∆  
(4.11)
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4

.  (4.12) 

where,  is the initial clearance volume at TDC.   

The pressure of the combustion chamber can be calculated from thermodynamics 

assuming an ideal gas. It is calculated iteratively to account for the compression ratio 

variation as shown in the folling equation:  

 
 

(4.13) 

The compression ratio is calculated as:  

 
α  

(4.14) 

 

 

4.1.3 Results for Uni-Flow Model Double-Cycle 

Using this analogy, the pressure in the upper and lower oil chambers and oil 

pressure from the pump are shown in Figure  4.5 at 1500 rpm. At the very beginning of 

the intake stroke, the pressure of the lower chamber is higher than the oil pressure from 

the pump, hence, no oil will be injected into the lower chamber. Note that the pressure on 

the reverse side means flow from the lower to the connecting rod is prevented because of 

the one-directional valve placed between them. Moreover, the pressure in the lower oil 

chamber increases at the end of the exhaust stroke and the beginning of the intake stroke 

because of the mass forces concentrated on it from the piston, as mentioned in the 

previous section.   
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Additionally, the pressure of the upper oil chamber increases during the 

compression stroke because of the inertial forces on the chamber from the piston. 

Therefore, mass forces will decrease dramatically around the TDC, as shown in 

Figure  2.4 and Figure  3.5. Additionally, the gas forces raise the pressure of the oil 

sharply. The gas pressure continues to increase until the gas pressure reaches the TDC, 

but the upper chamber pressure prevents its increment at cracking pressure in the relief 

valve as shown in Figure  4.6, at 2000	 . This result is very interesting as it is similar 

to the results in the literature form Continental shown in Figure  1.16. Results in this 

section are given in two cycles (720*2 CAD) instead of one cycle, because it is more 

easier to be to trace the hydraulic effect.  

  

 

Figure  4.5: pressure of upper, lower chamber and oil pressure to lower chamber. 
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Figure  4.6: Cylinder pressure and upper oil chamber pressure.  

 

Oil flow rate entering and exiting the upper oil chambers is plotted in Figure  4.7. 

The flow rate entering the upper chamber is very high during the exhaust and intake 

stroke. This can be understood by studying Figure  4.5 which shows that the pressure of 

the lower oil chamber is higher than the pressure in the upper chamber. During the 

expansion stroke, the gas force rises steeply and hence the pressure of the upper chamber 

also rises until it exceeds the cracking pressure of the relief valve in the upper chamber 

and so discharges the oil sharply out of it. Oil flow into the lower oil chamber is plotted 

in Figure  4.8 which shows that at the beginning of the intake stroke, the oil leaves the 

lower chamber and flows into upper oil chamber. Consequently, the pressure in the oil 

chamber will be lower than the pump pressure, and hence oil will enter the chamber. The 

gas forces will be greater than the mass forces, and hence a vacuum will be created in the 

lower chamber, sucking further oil from the pump.  
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Accumulated oil in the chambers can be found by integrating the flow rate with 

respect to time or crank angle degree, as plotted in Figure  4.9. This is an essential plot as 

it shows the volume change in the chambers as a function of the crank angle. Since the 

plot shows the volume change, it can start from zero; the actual position depends on the 

starting point when the piston was installed in the engine. For the upper oil chamber, 

given in the blue graph, the oil is inflated during the intake stroke from the lower oil 

chamber, and hence the lower volume is reduced. Thus, the lower chamber will be filled 

again by oil from the pump, while the volume in the upper chamber will remain constant, 

after which, the volume of the upper chamber will drop suddenly due to the discharged 

oil pressure in the relief valve. At the same time, during the expantion stroke, the lower 

chamber will be filled with oil from the pump due to the gas forces as explained 

previously. Interestingly, in the second cycle, almost the same behavior occurs but with 

different magnitudes.  

 

Ultimately, the goal in this technology is to change to compression ratio, which is 

a function of the outer piston height. Both height and compression ratio variation are 

plotted in Figure  4.10 and Figure  4.11, respectively. Piston height and compression ratio 

have obviously the same behavior as the piston height and are shown in Figure  4.10 and 

Figure  4.11, respectively. However, note that the compression ratio in this calculation 

was chosen to be 18, but this is only the initial compression ratio while the main 

compression ratio is the stable compression ratio at which the piston stabilized at. To 

clarify, the initial compression ratio can be determined by the clearance volume when the 
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VCR piston is placed in the engine; this is based on two factors, bowl volume of the 

piston and the initial compression height.   

 

 

Figure  4.7: Oil flow rate entering and exiting the upper chamber.  

 

Figure  4.8: Oil flow rate entering and exiting the lower chamber. 
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Figure  4.9:Volume change of upper and lower oil chamber.  

 

 

 

Figure  4.10: Outer Piston height variation. 
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Figure  4.11: Compression ratio variation. 
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4.1.4 Results for Uni-Flow Model Multi-Cycle 

In the previous section, results were presented for the double-cycle to explain the 

operation of the VCR. However, the final objective is not double-cycle, but sufficient 

multiple-cycles for the piston to reach a stable compression ratio. Note that the maximum 

height of the oil chamber is 7 mm, therefore, it has a limited compression ratio variation 

as will be elaborated in the next chapter. Flow rate into the piston changes with engine 

speed as inertial forces, and consequently pressure from the engine pump, change, as 

shown in the previous chapter. Runs for many cycles were executed to find the stable 

compression ratio and the number of cycles it takes to reach it; Figure  4.12 shows the 

compression ratio variation as a function of cycles. Additionally, runs were executed for 

several engine speeds, as shown in Figures 4.9-4.12. Note that as engine speed increases, 

the number of needed it takes to reach a stable compression ratio is aslo increases. Also, 

for low engine speed the compression ratio variation is negative, hence, it decreases, 

however, but for higher engine speeds the compression ratio variation is positive. This is 

because given calculations are executed for a given pressure trace. So, while the engine 

speed increase, it increases the mass forces until these are balances with gas forces.  
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Figure  4.12: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 800 rpm.  

 

 

Figure  4.13: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 1000 rpm. 
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Figure  4.14: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 1500 rpm. 

 

Figure  4.15: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 2100 rpm. 
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4.2 Double-Flow Model  

4.2.1 Mode of Operation  

 

 

Figure  4.16: Schematic view of double flow VCR piston design 

In the previous sections, the Uni-flow model was introduced and explained with 

its equations; the Uni-flow model as shown in the literature review is similar to the model 

proposed by Daimler Benz (section  1.3.5) with small differences in the oil paths. 

However, another model was introduced which is more similar to the model proposed by 

BICERA at their first invention but without having an orifice in the lower oil chamber. In 

this model, the oil comes from the engine through the connecting rod, then it fills in the 

oil container then driven through two check valves one to the upper oil chamber and one 

to the lower oil chamber as shown in Figure  4.16. Likewise, in the Uni-flow model, if the 

oil pressure from the pump is greater than the pressure in any of the chambers, then there 

will be a flow into the chambers. One way flow only is available to discharge the flow, in 
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particular, through the relief valve in the upper oil chamber. Consequently, there should 

be a pathway between the upper and lower chamber, which has also been added in the 

design and considered in the piston design. To this end, the outer piston will be able to 

move freely in the axial direction based on the equilibrium position of the oil in the upper 

oil chamber. Figure  4.17 shows the Double-flow model at both two cases the high and 

lower compression ratio.   

 

 

Figure  4.17: Double-flow model in high CR (right) and low CR (Left) modes. 
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4.2.2 Model Analysis  

Note that the analysis of the upper and the lower oil chambers for the double flow 

model have the same principles that were used with the Uni-flow model, but with 

different approaches. To illustrate, the same equations were used but in a different way, 

based on the piston design, e.g., the additional path to the upper oil chamber and the 

check valve before the upper chamber were both taken into consideration. Hence, two 

discharge relief valves in this design were installed instead of one as in uni-flow design, 

to prevent flow accumulation in the upper chamber. Note also that the same parameters 

(e.g., check valve flow resistance, inner and outer diameter of the inner chamber, etc.) 

were used in this analysis in order to generate comparable results for both models.  

Double-flow will have different flow bath and based on them the use of equations 4.7 

and 4.8 will change, four flow paths occur:  

 From the pump to the upper chamber 

 From the pump to the lower chamber 

 Between the lower and upper chamber  

 Form the upper chamber to the oil sump  

 

4.2.3 Results for Double-Flow Model Double-Cycle  

Results were proposed for the double flow model based on the earlier explained 

model analysis. Pressures for the upper oil chamber, lower oil chamber and from the 

pump to the upper and lower oil chambers are plotted in Figure  4.18. An additional 

pressure trace is needed compared to the Uni-flow model, which is the pressure trace for 

the pump to the upper oil chamber. This is necessary as a result of the additional path to 
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the upper oil chamber. Pressure in the upper chamber is shown in Figure  4.20, It helps us 

to predict the flow from the pump to the upper oil chamber, and shows that the pressure 

of the chamber is always higher than the pressure from the pump, except in the very late 

stages of the exhaust stroke and early stages of the intake stroke this is due low gas 

pressure forces.  

The pressure of the lower oil chamber and oil pressure from the pump are plotted 

in Figure  4.20. This assists in understanding the flow rate from the pump to the lower oil 

chamber. During the early stages of the intake stroke and late stages of the exhaust, the 

pressure of the lower chamber surges sharply, and due to the mass forces, then it sharply 

drops again, creating a vacuum in the chamber and sucking additional oil from the 

connecting rod. Moreover, during the fire and expansion stroke, the pressure of the 

chamber fluctuates between the pressure value from the pump and vacuum pressures.   

 

Figure  4.18: Oil pressure in the upper and lower chambers. 
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Figure  4.19: Zoomed in of the oil pressure trace for both chambers. 

 

Figure  4.20: Oil pressure in upper chamber caused by the inertial force and by pump pressure.  
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Figure  4.21: Oil pressure in lower chamber caused by the inertial force and by pump pressure. 

According to the previous calculation of the pressure inside the chambers, the 

flow rate is computed based on the pressure difference, as explained in the model 

analysis section. The oil flow rate entering and exiting the upper oil chamber is shown in 

Figure  4.22. It can be noted that the maximum flow rate exiting the upper chamber is 

around the TDC where the pressure of the chamber exceeds the cracking pressure of the 

relief valve. Moreover, an additional flow rate into the upper chamber in this model 

occurs compared to the Uni-flow model (Figure  4.7). This makes sense since the upper 

oil chamber has an additional source of oil from the pump. The oil flow rate entering and 

exiting the lower chamber is shown in Figure  4.23. Note that they both have almost the 

same behavior as the Uni-flow model with a slight deviation due to the design oil path 

deference.  
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Figure  4.22: Oil flow rate entering and exiting the upper chamber. 

 

 

Figure  4.23: Oil flow rate entering and exiting the lower chamber. 
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Accumulated flow rate is shown in Figure  4.24 for the upper and lower chambers, 

which both demonstrate almost the same behavior as the Uni-flow model. Additionally, 

the height and compression height variation are plotted in Figure  4.24 and Figure  4.26, 

respectively. Note that this model is very highly fluctuation together with  higher 

response time, since it can reach a higher compression ratio variation in a short time.  

 

Figure  4.24: Volume of upper and lower chambers. 
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Figure  4.25: Outer Piston height variation. 

 

 

Figure  4.26: Compression ratio variation. 
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4.2.4 Results for Double-Flow Model Multi-Cycle   

In the previous section, results for a double cycle of the Double-flow model were 

shown and explained in detail. However, this explanation is only for two cycles; if you 

run the engine for many cycles, then the piston will reach a stable compression ratio, as 

shown in Figure. 4.27 to Figure. 4.30. Results are illustrated for different runs of the 

engine speed and these demonstrate the same trend that was shown for the Uni-flow 

model. However, these results are for one given pressure trace and for given valve flow 

resistances. Additionally, results show that the model has a very quick response, this is 

for the same reasons, i.e. valve selection and pressure trace and it was designed to keep 

the compression ratio constant at the initial peak pressure 170 bar.   

The influence of varying the pressure trace and valve resistance will be explained 

in detail in chapter 5, because the purpose of this section is to show the ability of such a 

system to reach a stable compression ratio. Results for different pressure traces for high 

(190 bar) and medium initial peak pressure (120 bar) are shown in Figure  4.31 and 

Figure  4.32, respectively. For high peak pressure, compression ratio decreases below the 

limit pressure and it is expected to decrease even further if the engine speed decreases.  
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Figure  4.27: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 800 rpm. 

 
 

Figure  4.28: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 1000 rpm. 
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Figure  4.29: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 1500 rpm. 

 

 

Figure  4.30: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 2100 rpm. 
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Figure  4.31: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 2100 rpm for initial peak pressure 190 bar. 

 

 

Figure  4.32: Compression ratio variation across multi-cycles at 2100 rpm for initial peak pressure 120 bar. 
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Chapter 5 Piston Design 

5.1 Introduction  

In this chapter, the design procedure based on the given variables and design criteria 

will be explained in detail.  

 Statement of purpose: To design a mechanically self-controlled variable 

compression ratio piston which responds hydraulically to the load of the engine. 

 Criteria: Several criteria should be considered in the design:  

1- Response time: the time it takes for the piston to respond to the change in the 

load 

2- Weight: weight of the new variable compression ratio piston compared to the 

original fixed compression ratio piston  

3- Maximum possible compression ratio 

4- The range of the compression ratio 

5- Stability  

 Parameters:  

Numerous parameters have to be considered in this design, some of them are 

controllable in that they can be changed by the designer and some are not, but these are 

given as a condition in the problem. These parameters can be decided using the hydraulic 

model described in the previous chapter or by using the stress analysis that will be 

described in this chapter. Variable parameters are described in the following table:  
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Table  5.1:Design parameters.  

Parameter Type of analysis 

Diameter of the upper oil chamber Hydraulic 

Inner and outer diameter of the lower oil chamber Hydraulic and dynamics 

Cracking pressure of the relief valve Hydraulic 

Valve flow resistance  Hydraulic 

Shape of the outer piston Stress 

Inner and outer piston thickness Stress 

 

fixed parameters are: 

1- Cylinder pressure 

2- Oil pump pressure and flow rate  
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5.2 Inner Diameter of the Lower Chamber  

The diameter of the inner chamber has to be such that the lower sealing will not 

hit the connecting rod during movement. Hence, the motion of the connecting rod is 

studied and described in the following section as a function of location on the connecting 

rod on the section. The crank-slider mechanism schematic is shown in Figure  5.1.  

 

 

where  

: Distance from center of the pin to the bottom of the sealing of the lower chamber  

: Distance from the middle axis to the middle of the connecting rod  

: Connecting rod angle 

The connecting rod position is given by the given equation: 

 ∗ sin  (5.1) 

 

 

 

r

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic for the connecting rod.
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where 

 sin sin  (5.2) 

and  is the thickness of the connecting rod as a function x of positon, which, 

varies from 24 27	 . 

Above equations are plotted in Figure  5.2. it shows that the connecting rod moves 

twice every cycle. Additionally, it shows two charts, one illustrates the motion at the 

center of the big end of the crankshaft and the second one is parallel to the bottom of the 

crankshaft ( 	 	46	 ). The maximum distance at the big bearing is obviously the 

crankshaft radius, which decreases as you move toward the center of the connecting rod. 

The maximum distance is at BDC which is plotted as a function of the position  in 

Figure  5.3 which shows the position in the center of the connecting rod and at edge where 

the thickness is added. In conclusion, the inner radius has to be greater than 46	 .  

 

Figure  5.2: Connecting rod position vs. crack angle at two different positions. 
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Figure  5.3: Maximum horizontal distance for the connecting rod.  
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5.3 Comparison between two design models  

5.3.1 Valve resistance comparison 

  Two models were proposed and shown in chapter 4: Uni-flow and Double-flow 

models. They were explained based on the pressure trace given in Figure  2.5 for different 

engine speeds. This pressure trace was particularly selected because its maximum 

pressure is around 170	bar, and this is the pressure limit at which the VCR piston will 

start to decrease its CR if the maximum pressure exceeds it. Interestingly, CR does not 

start to decrease if the pressure exceeds the cracking pressure, since it depends on the 

amount of oil accumulated in the upper chamber, as shown in Eq. 4.11 and Eq. 4.15, 

which resulted from three variable parameters as follows:  

1. Check valve flow resistance  

2. Relief valve resistance  

3. Cracking pressure 

There are more parameters which affect the final compression ratio but these 

particular ones were selected because they can be changed. Additionally, the cracking 

pressure is only the signal for the relief valve to start discharging. Hence, the strategy 

followed in the design is as follows:  

1- Choose the maximum pressure for the engine around 200 bar, and set the limit 

pressure based on this, 170 bar was chosen 

2- Run the simulation iteratively at maximum engine speed of 2100 rpm. Maximum 

speed was chosen because it has the maximum CR compared to other speeds for a 

given pressure trace, as shown in chapter.2  
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3- Select the valve resistances that keep the compression ratio at around 17.8 for the 

previous two conditions.  

The cracking pressure can be kept constant at 120	 , since it is difficult to find 

higher cracking pressure valves in the market, and 120	  can satisfy the requirements.  

The effect of the valves resistances as in Figure  5.4 and Figure  5.5 for Uni-flow and 

Double-flow, respectively. In both figures, the trend is the same; as the relief valve 

resistance is increased, the stable compression ratio increases. On the hand, the 

compression ratio will decrease as the check valve resistance is increased. This proves 

that the final compression ratio has a direct relation to valve resistances. Moreover, the 

valve resistance for both the check valve and the relief valve were chose from the given 

maps at around CR= 17.8.  

 

Figure  5.4: Stable compression ratio vs. valve resistances for Uni-Flow model. 
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Figure  5.5: Stable compression ratio vs. valve resistances for Double-flow model. 
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5.3.2 Performance comparison for both model  

In the previous section, relief valve and check valve resistance parameters were 

selected and presented for many different cases and for both models. In this section, 

performance for both models will be presented for different load points to assure the 

ability of the system to control compression ratio based on the initial peak pressure. 

Presented results are based on all the parameters presented in the previous sections 

(Valve parameters. Bowl volume, etc.). Results for the Uni-flow model are shown in 

Figure  5.6, which clearly shows the ability of the piston to control the compression ratio 

for higher initial peak pressure, as IMEP or initial peak pressure increases, the resulted 

compression ratio decreases. This also illustrates that the compression for the Uni-flow 

model is not highly affected by the engine speed, which was expected because of the 

valve selection procedure explained in the previous section that is based on the maximum 

engine speed. Notice that compression ratio at 170 bar is around 18, which was also 

expected. Moreover, another way to present the results is shown in Figure  5.8, it also 

clearly demonstrates shows the ability of the system to exclude the effect of speed on 

changing the compression ratio.   
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Figure  5.6: Stable compression ratio map for Uni-flow for different loads. 

 
 

 

 
Figure  5.7: Stable compression ratio map for Uni-flow for different initial peak pressures.  
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Figure  5.8: Stable compression ratio vs. IMEP for different engine speeds.   

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure  5.9: Stable compression ratio vs. initial peak pressure for different engine speeds. 
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The Double flow model was also analyzed and results plotted in Figure  5.10. It 

gives a complicated behavior, dependent on both the initial peak pressure and the engine 

speed. This is because the upper chamber has another inlet from the engine in addition to 

oil inlet from the lower chamber; flow comes from the engine depends strongly on the 

engine speed, as explained in chapter.3. However, for a given engine speed, it gives a 

good trend as IMEP or peak pressure is increased, the compression ratio decreases. On 

the other hand, it is not that straight forward for a given IMEP, if engine speed decreases 

then mass forces will decrease and more oil will be discharged from the upper chamber, 

This occurs for both models, however, for the Double-flow model, the pressure drop will 

increase and so decrease the amount of oil pumped into the upper chamber. The same 

results are presented in Figure  5.13 which shows that compression ratio does not have a 

clear trend as engine speed is altered.   

 

 
Figure  5.10: Stable compression ratio map for Double-flow for different loads. 
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Figure  5.11: Stable compression ratio map for Double-flow for different initial peak pressure.  

 

 
Figure  5.12: Stable compression ratio vs. IMEP for different engine speeds. 
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Figure  5.13: Stable compression ratio vs. initial peak pressure for different engine speeds. 
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5.4 Outer Piston Design  

 

 

In the previous section, the required dimensions underneath the center of the 

small bearing were chosen, however, in the following section, the dimensions of the 

upper side will be selected. Both the piston and the engine head are shown at TDC in 

Figure  5.14 and Table  5.3. They explain all the dimensions, some of which can be 

changed and some are fixed. The first fixed dimensions are the distance from the 

connecting rod (6), the squash distance (5) and the distance from the center to the edge of 

the connecting rod (1). Additionally, the upper chamber maximum compression height 

was selected based on the hydraulic analysis, and this will be explained more in the 

3 
4 

1 

2 

5 
6 

Figure  5.14: Front view of VCR piston and engine head. 
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following sections. As a result, the available dimension for the thickness of the inner and 

outer pistons (2 & 4) was about	25	 . 

 

 

Table  5.3: Parameter for VCR piston design  

Parameter  Value  

1. From pin to highest point in the connecting rod. 44.14 mm 

2. Inner piston thickness  Variable 

3. Upper chamber height  7.7 mm 

4. Outer piston thickness Variable 

5. Squash  0.889 mm 

6. From pin to combustion chamber 76.79 mm 

 

To achieve a piston motion in such a way that the piston changes its compression 

ratio, the original compression of the current fixed compression ratio (FCR) has to be 

defined clearly. The compression ratio was defined in the first section, can be changed by 

the displacement volume or the clearance volume, however the displacement volume is 

constant in this technology, but the clearance volume is not.  

Additionally, the clearance volume consists of three parts, as shown in Table  5.4. 

Those values were found based on the engine dimensions and parameters given in 

Table  1.1. The clearance volume is a very important factor in determining the range of 

compression ratio that can be reached. Also, it illustrates that the major part of the 
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clearance volume in this engine is in the bowl volume, hence the compression ratio only 

can be increased by reducing the bowl volume.  

 

 

   

Table  5.4: Volume specification between the piston and engine head.  

Parameter Volume  Percentage 

Bowl volume 95376 75% 

Squish volume  12098 10% 

Upper part of the combustion 
chamber  

19092 15% 

Total clearance volume  126566 - 

 

It is very interesting to plot the available height as a function of the compression 

ratio for different bowl volumes (Figure  5.15). This is the key concept toward the 

selection of bowl volume. Curves on the plot go from the original bowl volume, then 

reduce in volume by a quarter until the extreme case where the outer piston is totally flat, 

obviously this extreme case will lead to an extremely high compression ratio. 

Additionally, the piston cannot travel beyond the horizontal blue curve since this is the 

squish limit at the TDC. The difference between the minimum compression ratio of any 

curve and the squish limit determines the maximum compression height the upper oil 

chamber can travel (approximately 7	 ).   

Furthermore, if the piston is able to travel through the entire available 

compression height, then the compression ratio range is between 13-30. However, if the 
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maximum compression height for the oil chamber is less than the maximum compression 

height given by the squish limit, then the range of the compression ratio is determined by 

the thickness of the inner and outer pistons. The general conclusion reached is that half of 

the bowl volume is sufficient since this gives an acceptable compression ratio range 

without minimum reduction in the bowl volume.  

 

Figure  5.15: Available height vs. CR for different bowl volume. 
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5.5 Stress Analysis  

If the piston is placed in very harsh conditions created by the forces concentrated 

on the outer piston surface, this might lead to failure of the piston. Accordingly, stress 

analysis was carried out for the outer piston under different stress conditions. In this 

section, stress analysis for the outer piston will be presented for two different piston 

designs to assure the substantiality of the piston against the given stresses. Notice that the 

stress analysis was analyzed presented  in this section for the third version were the was 

assumed that the cracking pressure is too low and the discharged oil is very high, 

however, this analysis was useful to change the are of the chamber and to choose the 

bowl shape. However, in the new version with high pressure limit the stresses are to be 

on the other direction toward the engine head.  

 

Figure  5.16: Bowl designs. a) Original bowl. b) Cylindrical bowl. c) Omega bowl. 

The shape of the piston changes the maximum principle stresses significantly. 

Figure  5.16a shows the original piston which has an omega shape, however a cylindrical 

shape is proposed and shown in Figure  5.16b, also a similar shape to the original piston is 

shown in Figure  5.16c. Note that both new proposed designs possess a bowl volume 

equal to half of the original bowl volume.  

a b c 
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Two failure theories were examined in this analysis. First, the maximum principal 

stresses theory states that failure in any material occurs when the principal stress in that 

material due to any loading exceeds the principal stress at which failure occurs in the one 

dimensional loading test. The principal stress is calculated as follows[27]:  

 

2 2
 

(5.3) 

 

2 2
 

(5.4) 

 

  Second, the Von Mises theory states that failure in any material occurs when the 

shear strain energy per unit volume stored in that material due to any loading exceeds the 

shear strain energy per unit volume stored in that material in the 1 dimensional loading 

test, it is calculated in the following equation:  

 

2
 

(5.5) 

The material selected was steel for the first trail and the mechanical properties of 

this material are shown in Table  5.4. 

 

Table  5.5: Material properties for the design. 

Material  Steel  

Yield Strength  250  

Ultimate Strength  460  
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Young’s Modulus  200 	 

Density 785 /  

 

The parameters were used in the simulation are shown in Figure  5.17 to illustrate 

the maximum failure criteria 

Table  5.6: Simulation variables used in stress analysis. 

Cylinder 

Pressure [MPa] 

Thickness 

 

Piston crown 

shape 

Failure 

Theory 

Oil pressure 

included 

15 15 Cylindrical von Mises Yes  

12 18 Omega  Principle stress No 

10 - - - - 

8 - - - - 

 

The schematic diagram for the outer piston (Figure  5.17), it shows the forces the and 

the boundary conditions that were used in the stress analysis. Gas pressure coming from 

the combustion chamber was assumed to be the maximum at 15  (150 ). Oil 

pressure acting against the gas pressure and is limited by the cracking pressure of the 

relief valve of the upper chamber. Note that maximum stresses on the piston are reduced 

if the cracking pressure on piston the is increased; the worst case is when the oil pressure 

approaches zero which is rarely to happen and was not considered in the hydraulic 

analysis.  
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Figure  5.17: Boundary conditions for the outer piston in Ansys. 

5.5.1 Cylindrical Bowl Result  

The von Mises results are shown for the cylindrical piston crown shape with 15 

 without considering the forces from the oil pressure since this the worst-case 

scenario. The thickness of the middle part of the piston is 15 mm. Front view and bottom 

view Von Mises stresses are contoured in Figure  5.18 and Figure  5.19, respectively. Both 

figures show that the maximum stresses occur the piston center, since the gas forces 

concentrate in the middle. Consequently, deformation (shown in Figure  5.20),is at a 

maximum in the middle since it is the point that will face the maximum stress with 

minimum material support. The general conclusion reached in this case, is that a 15 mm 

thickness for the cylindrical shape will fail against the given gas forces since the 
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maximum stress, namely 279 MPa, shown in Figure  5.19, is larger than the yield stress, 

250 MPa, for the given material, as shown in Table  5.5.   

 

 

Figure  5.18: Front view of the von Mises stresses on the outer piston for the cylindrical bowl. 

 

 

Figure  5.19: Bottom view of the von Mises stresses on the outer piston for the cylindrical bowl. 
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Figure  5.20: Total deformation of the outer piston for the cylindrical bowl.  

 

Further investigation shows the stress distribution along a path in the middle of 

the thickness extrusion, as presented in Figure  5.21. It shows that the maximum stress is 

in the center and in the corners. Also, the maximum stress is less than the maximum 

presented previously since these results are for a path in the middle and closer to the 

central line, hence; the tension and compression stresses are not as large as on the piston 

shell. Additionally, total deformation taken on the same path is shown in Figure  5.22. 

Deformation at the end is the relatively small and then it increases gradually until the 

piston center. Furthermore, if the stress of the oil pressure is considered; and if it is not 

considered is shown in Figure  5.23., obviously; less stress will be generated if oil 

pressure is considered since oil pressure reduces the net forces coming from the 

combustion chamber.   

The maximum stresses for two different failure theories are presented in 

Figure  5.23. The maximum principal stress theory is more conservative as it always gives 
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higher maximum stress compared to the von Mises theory as it predicts a material failure 

for a thickness of 15 mm if the gas pressure rises beyond 10 . However, although the 

maximum principle stress theory is more conservative, the von Mises theory is more 

suitable and well known in the structure community to use von Mises for ductile 

materials, e.g. steel.  

 

 

Figure  5.21: The von Mises stresses along a path in the middle of the outer piston thickness. 
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Figure  5.22: Total deflection along path in the middle of the outer piston thickness. 

 

Figure  5.23: Von Mises stresses.  
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Figure  5.24: Maximum stresses vs. applied pressure for two different theories. 

 

5.5.2 Omega shape results:  

Drawing of the omega shape bowl was presented as shown in the previous section 

in Figure  4.16. It was chosen to be tested since this shape is closer to the original piston 

shape the cylinder shaped bowl. The von Mises stress is contoured in Figure  5.25 for an 

18 mm thickness. Interestingly, the problem of having the maximum pressure in the 

center of the piston was avoided. The stress distribution for a path in the middle of the 

thickness is shown in Figure  5.27, and this clearly demonstrates that the maximum stress 

in the middle is avoided, and the maximum stress is pushed from the center. The reason 
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thickness exists. However, deflection still exists in the middle, but the magnitude is 

smaller, as shown in Figure  5.26.  

Comparison between both the cylindrical and the omega shape can be made by 

executing many different simulations, as shown in Table  5.6. Results for the maximum 

stress based on the von Mises theory for two different shapes are shown in Figure  5.28, 

which illustrates that a 15	 	thickness cannot be implemented for gas pressures above 

13	 . However, 15	  cannot be designed for the omega shape because it creates an 

extremely slight thickness in the corner, thus it was not considered. Additionally, for an 

18 mm thickness both shapes were safe and far from failure, especially the cylindrical 

shape. Conversely, deformation for 18	  for both cases is shown in Figure  5.29, which 

demonstrates that the omega shape has smaller maximum deformation compared to the 

cylindrical. The general conclusion is that the omega shape with 18 mm crown thickness 

is optimal since it can endure the stress, and has smaller deformation and can give better 

fuel mixing.  
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Figure  5.25: Von Mises results for the omega bowl.  

 

 

Figure  5.26: Total deflection for the omega bowl. 
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Figure  5.27: Von Mises stresses along a path in the middle of outer piston thickness for omega bowl. 

 

 

Figure  5.28: Max von Mises stress vs. cylinder pressure for different bowl shape. 
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Figure  5.29: Max von Mises stress vs. cylinder pressure for different bowl shape. 
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5.6 Design growth  

In the previous sections in this chapter, variable parameters were presented and 

their effects discussed. Four versions were established in this thesis trying to reach the 

optimal design of the piston (shown in Appendix. B). The first version (v 0.1) was 

designed with initial dimensions to start the hydraulic modeling. In the second version (v 

0.2), real engine dimensions were known, and in this version, the upper part of the 

original piston was used for the outer piston since its bowl had already been optimized 

for the best combustion conditions, however, trail also failed since the original piston is 

too thick and additional modification on the connecting rod had to be performed to fit the 

new piston, otherwise it would have to hit the engine head.  

In the next version (v 0.3), the bowl volume was reduced with a new design that 

could fit into the engine without any change in the engine structure. Stress was analyzed 

for this version which showed the omega shape was better as it could handle more 

stresses, and had the advantage of increasing the cracking pressure of the engine and 

increasing the outer area of the outer piston. Stress analysis led to the final version (v 

0.4); the inner area of the outer piston was increased to be equal to the outer area and 

hence, the net stresses on the piston decreased dramatically. 
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5.7 Final design parameters selections  

In this section, final design parameters are selected and summarized in Table  5.7. The 

Uni-flow model was selected because it is more stable and engine speed does not affect 

its performance. For the rest of the parameters explanations have been given as to why 

were selected.   

 

Table  5.7: Final design parameters.  

Parameter  Selection   

Model  Uni-flow 

Bowl shape Omega  

Bowl volume ½ of the original volume 

Check valve resistance coefficient 12 

Check valve resistance coefficient 40 

Outer piston thickness  18 mm 

Max height variation  7 mm  

Compression ratio range  13.5-28  

Other dimensions  Specified 

Cracking pressure  120 bar 

Pressure limit 170 bar  
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusion 

This thesis presents a novel work attempting to implement an advanced variable 

compression ratio technology in a diesel engine using a hydraulically automated piston. 

Two designs were established to achieve a hydraulic piston, then the mode of operation 

of every design was explained, and modeled using the hydraulic concept in parallel with 

dynamic analysis. For both designs, the performance of the engine with this piston was 

calculated for a double-cycle in a short time period to demonstrate the effect of the piston 

on the compression ratio. Further investigation into the performance was executed for 

multi-cycles in an attempt to locate the stable compression ratio of the piston.   

Additionally, comparison was made between the performance of both models 

under different parameters, such as relief valve cracking pressure, check valve selection, 

different engine speed, etc. Moreover, two bowl shapes were suggested with the same 

volume; a cylindrical bowl and an omega shaped bowl, with the results showing that the 

omega shaped bowl pulls away the stresses from the center of the piston and so has less 

deflection. The omega bowl is more efficient for combustion. The general conclusion is 

that the piston design and its dimensions have been confirmed and selected. Hence, using 

the built model, high performance can be expected.   
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6.2 Future work 

This work can be extended in many directions, however, design of such a 

complex system would take more time than a master thesis allows. one future point to 

consider is the heat added to the lubrication oil and its effect on the oil properties. Heat 

transfer analysis and temperature distributions along the piston can also be analyzed for a 

better understanding of the change of the cooling system in the engine. Additionally, 

more detailed and comprehensive understanding of the knocking limit of the engine 

under certain combustion modes should be studied, and, based on that, the cracking 

pressure of the relief valve can be selected. This is an essential step toward the optimal 

operating point. Besides, the pump curve should be considered in analyzing the oil comes 

from the engine pump.   

Moreover, cost and economic analysis that compares this technology to other 

VCR technologies could be made, it could also be compared with the original operating 

condition but from an economical perspective. This would give more insight into the 

validity of transferring this technology into the market and will add substantial extra 

value to this technology. Furthermore, the piston will be fabricated and installed into an 

engine to test its performance during normal operation; consequently, the engine 

efficiency can be analyzed. This has to be used to validate the results from the model by 

the experimental work.  

To sum up, new ideas can be suggested and implemented in this technology and 

eventually patented.    
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APPENDICES  

Appendix A: Hydraulic Model MATLAB script  

A.1 : Matlab Code for Uni-Flow Model  

%% 
% Calculaing the oil pressure when flowing into the upper oil chamber and 
%lower oil chamber 
% Judging the oil flow type: laminar flow or turbulent flow 
% Calculating the Reynolds number 
% Specifying the parameters 
Q = 5e-5; d1 = 4e-3; rho = 865; mu = 11e-3; g = 9.8; 
N=2100;% engine speed 
% Assuming the oil volume flow rate is 3 L/min, namely as 5e-5 m3/s; 
% Assuming the lubrication oil pipe inner diameter is 4mm, namely as 4e-3m; 
% Assuming the lubricant oil is SAE 10W/30, working temperature is 100 °C, 
% then the oil density is 865 kg/m3, viscosity is 0.011 pa.s; 
% Calculating the oil flow velocity 
V1 = Q / (pi * d1^2 /4); 
Re1 = rho * V1 * d1 / mu; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; Q - oil volume flow rate; 
% d1 - pipe diameter; mu - oil viscosity; 
  
% Pipe1 - The oil pipe between oil pump to oil filter 
% Pipe2 - The vertical oil pipe between oil filter to main gallery 
% Pipe3 - The horizontal oil pipe between main gallery to main bearing 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe1 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe1 = 0.16; Delta_h_pipe1 = 0; Cf = 64;  
% Assuming the length of pipe1 from oip pump to filter is 160 mm, as 0.16m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe1 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe1/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe1 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe1 = e_pipe1 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe1 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe1 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe1; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe1 - outlet height; h1_pipe1 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
% Calculating the friction coefxcient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe1 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe1 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe1 = f_pipe1 * (L_pipe1/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f - friction coefxcient; L - oil pipe length; d - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe1 
Delta_P_pipe1 = Delta_P1_pipe1 + Delta_P2_pipe1 + Delta_P3_pipe1; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe2 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe2 = 0.15; Delta_h_pipe2 = 0.15; Cf = 64; g = 9.8; 
% Assuming the length (height) of pipe2 from filter to main gallery is 150 mm, as 0.15m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe2 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe2/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe2 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe2 = e_pipe2 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe2 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe2 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe2; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe2 - outlet height; h1_pipe2 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
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% Calculating the friction coefxcient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe2 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe2 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe2 = f_pipe2 * (L_pipe2/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f_pipe2 - friction coefxcient; L_pipe2 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe 
Delta_P_pipe2 = Delta_P1_pipe2 + Delta_P2_pipe2 + Delta_P3_pipe2; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe3 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe3 = 0.08; Delta_h_pipe3 = 0; Cf = 64; g = 9.8; 
% Assuming the length (height) of pipe3 of main gallery is 80 mm, as 0.08m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe3 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe3/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe3 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe3 = e_pipe3 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe3 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe3 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe3; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe3 - outlet height; h1_pipe3 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
% Calculating the friction coefficient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe3 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe3 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe3 = f_pipe3 * (L_pipe3/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f_pipe3 - friction coefxcient; L_pipe3 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe 
Delta_P_pipe3 = Delta_P1_pipe3 + Delta_P2_pipe3 + Delta_P3_pipe3; 
  
% Claculating the oil flow pressure drop through the filter 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_filter = 6.35e-3; mu = 11e-3; x1 = 0.85; Df_filter = 2.8e-6; Af_filter = 0.3584; 
% These parameters are got by the Ref[9] 
% Calculating the filter cross-section area 
Delta_P_filter = 224*L_filter*mu*(1.07-x1)*(1-
x1)/(Df_filter^2*Af_filter*x1*(log10(1e5*x1*Af_filter*mu/(Df_filter*Q*rho))))*Q; 
% L_filter - filter bed thickness; mu - oil viscosity; Df_filter - filter fibre diameter; 
% x1 - porosity of filter element (dimensionless); rho - oil density; 
% Af_filter - Projected area of fibres; Q - Oil volume flow rate; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the main bearing 
% Delta_P_mainO = 6*mu*(L3-a3)*Q/(pi*c^3*d3*(2+3*x2^2)); 
% mu - oil viscosity; L3 - the width of main bearing; 
% a3 - the width of groove; Q - oil volume flow rate; c - the radial clearance; 
% d3 - the diameter of main bearing;  
% x2 - the average eccentricity value during one cycle; 
  
% Calculating the pressure drop through the crank shaft 
% Big end bearing--188.7mm, Small end bearing--63.3mm 
% Specifying the parameters 
mu = 11e-3; L_shaft = 4.7e-2; D_shaft = 4e-3; N_engine = N/60;  
omega = 2*pi*N_engine; r1 = 104e-3/2; r2 = 82e-3/2; 
% The L_shaft is calculated based on the journal length, crank pin length, 
% and the journal radius; 
% Assuming the D_shaft is the same with oil pipe diameter; 
% Assuming engine speed is 1500 rpm/min, namely as 25 rpm/s; 
Delta_P_crank = (128*mu*L_shaft*Q/(pi*D_shaft^4))+(rho*(omega*r2)^2/2)-(rho*omega^2*(r1^2-
r2^2)/2); 
% mu - oil viscosity; L_shaft - length of transfer passage in crank shaft;  
% Q - oil volume flow rate; 
% D - diameter of transfer hole; omega - engine rotation velocity; 
% r1 - radial distance from crank-shaft centerline to transfer hole exit 
% r2 - main bearing journal radius 
  
% Calculating the pressure drop through the connecting rod 
% Connecting rod length--188.7 mm, Small end bearing--63.3mm 
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% Specifying the parameters of connecting rod 
L_rod = 103.84e-3; d_rod = 4e-3; V5 = Q/(pi*d_rod^2/4); rho = 865; mu = 11e-3;  
g = 9.8; R = 108e-3/2; x_rod = 46e-3; Delta_P_rod_max = 0; Delta_P_rod_min = 2e+5; 
% Calculating the pressure drop through the piston 
% Specifying the parameters of piston 
h_U = 20e-3; h_L = 10e-3; d_piston = 10e-3; V6 = Q/(pi*d_piston^2/4); rho = 865; 
mu = 11e-3; g = 9.8; x_piston = 46e-3; Delta_P_uppiston_max = 0; Delta_P_uppiston_min = 3e+4; 
Delta_P_lowpiston_max = 0; Delta_P_lowpiston_min = 2e+4; 
Delta_P_up_max = 0; Delta_P_up_min = 3e+5; 
Delta_P_low_max = 0; Delta_P_low_min = 3e+5; 
  
i=1; 
for sita= -719.8:0.2:720 
% for t= 0:0.001:0.2 
     
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the rod 
%     sita = omega*t; 
    fi = asin(abs(R * sin(sita*pi/180))/L_rod); 
    Delta_P1_rod = rho*g*L_rod*cos(fi); 
    Re_rod = rho * V5 * d_rod / mu; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the rod 
    f_rod = 64/Re_rod; 
    Delta_P2_rod = f_rod * (rho*L_rod/d_rod) / (V5^2/2); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the rod 
    Delta_P3_rod = rho*omega^2*L_rod*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the connecting rod 
    Delta_P_rod = Delta_P1_rod+Delta_P2_rod+Delta_P3_rod; 
    % Confirming the max value of connecting rod pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_rod >= Delta_P_rod_max 
        Delta_P_rod_max = Delta_P_rod; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of connecting rod pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_rod < Delta_P_rod_min 
        Delta_P_rod_min = Delta_P_rod; 
    else 
    end 
     
    Re_piston = rho * V6 * d_piston / mu; 
    f_piston = 1/(1.8^2 * (log10(6.9/Re_piston+(x_piston/d_piston/3.7)^1.11))^2); 
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P1_uppiston = rho*g*h_U; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P2_uppiston = f_piston * (8*rho*h_U*Q^2)/(pi^2*d_piston^5); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P3_uppiston = rho*omega^2*h_U*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the uppiston 
    Delta_P_uppiston = Delta_P1_uppiston+Delta_P2_uppiston+Delta_P3_uppiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of uppiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_uppiston >= Delta_P_uppiston_max 
        Delta_P_uppiston_max = Delta_P_uppiston; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of uppiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_uppiston < Delta_P_uppiston_min 
        Delta_P_uppiston_min = Delta_P_uppiston; 
    else 
    end 
     
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P1_lowpiston = rho*g*h_L; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P2_lowpiston = f_piston * (8*rho*h_L*Q^2)/(pi^2*d_piston^5); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P3_lowpiston = -rho*omega^2*h_L*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the lowpiston 
    Delta_P_lowpiston = Delta_P1_lowpiston+Delta_P2_lowpiston+Delta_P3_lowpiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of lowpiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_lowpiston >= Delta_P_lowpiston_max 
        Delta_P_lowpiston_max = Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of lowpiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_lowpiston < Delta_P_lowpiston_min 
        Delta_P_lowpiston_min = Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    else 
    end 
     
     % Calculating the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    Delta_P_up = Delta_P_pipe1 + Delta_P_pipe2 + Delta_P_pipe3 + Delta_P_filter + Delta_P_crank 
+ Delta_P_rod + Delta_P_uppiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    if Delta_P_up >= Delta_P_up_max 
        Delta_P_up_max = Delta_P_up; 
    else 
    end 
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    % Confirming the min value of the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    if Delta_P_up < Delta_P_up_min 
        Delta_P_up_min = Delta_P_up; 
    else 
    end 
     
    % Calculating the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    Delta_P_low = Delta_P_pipe1 + Delta_P_pipe2 + Delta_P_pipe3 + Delta_P_filter + Delta_P_crank 
+ Delta_P_rod + Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    if Delta_P_low >= Delta_P_low_max 
        Delta_P_low_max = Delta_P_low; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    if Delta_P_low < Delta_P_low_min 
        Delta_P_low_min = Delta_P_low; 
    else 
    end 
     
    %Recoding the pressure drop variation data 
    Crankangle(i)=sita; 
    P_up(i)=Delta_P_up; 
    P_low(i)=Delta_P_low; 
    %Recoding the oil pressure variation data 
    P_oil_up(i)=3.5e5-Delta_P_up; 
    P_oil_low(i)=3.5e5-Delta_P_low; 
     
     
    i=i+1; 
end 
  
P_oil_up=P_oil_up'; 
P_oil_low=P_oil_low'; 
  
CAD=[-719.8:.2:720]; 
  
  
 
%% 
%Reading the gas force data 
file_date='155913_01'; 
Fpga_add='fpga_data.bin'; 
Logg_add='daq_data.txt'; 
file_fpga=strcat(file_date,Fpga_add); 
file_logg=strcat(file_date,Logg_add); 
LoggData= load(file_logg); 
  
[test]=fopen(file_fpga,'rb'); 
data=fread(test,'int16'); 
chALL=reshape(data,5,[]); 
  
try 
   fpga.pressure=reshape(chALL(1,:),3600,[])*(20/(2^16)*20); 
   fpga.rail=reshape(chALL(2,:),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20*712.5-356.25; 
   fpga.injector_current=reshape(chALL(3,:),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20; 
catch 
    fpga.pressure=reshape(chALL(1,:),3600,[])*0.00030517578125*20; 
    fpga.rail=reshape(chALL(2,1:end-1),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20*712.5-356.25; 
    fpga.injector_current=reshape(chALL(3,1:end-1),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20;     
end 
  
fpga.pressure=(fpga.pressure+1+0.97)*2;     %shift of the pressure trace above  
% P_gas=fpga.pressure(:,1); 
  
for j=1:3600 
P_gas(j)=fpga.pressure(j,1); 
end 
  
for j=3601:7200 
P_gas(j)=fpga.pressure(j-3600,1); 
end 
  
  
  
%% 
%Calculating the chamber pressure 
% P= 80*10^5;        %max pressure   [Pa] 
% B= 0.120;           %Bore Dimension [m] 
% Stroke= 0.09;       %Stroke length [m]  
% l = 0.138;          %Connecting Rod length [m] 
% r= 0.045;           %Crank radius [m] 
% lambda= r/l;        % ratio between r/l 
% Rc = 10;             % Compression ratio  
% A = 0.25*pi*B^2;     % Area of the outer piston [m2] 
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%Inputs 
B= 0.131;           %Bore Dimension [m] 
Stroke= 0.158;       %Stroke length [m]  
l = 0.26;          %Connecting Rod length [m] 
r= 0.079;           %Crank radius [m] 
lambda= r/l;        % ratio between r/l 
Rc = 17.8;             % Compression ratio  
A = 0.25*pi*B^2;     % Area of the outer piston [m2] 
  
a= (pi* linspace(-720,720,7200)')/180;    % Crank angle increment alpha  
b=  asin(lambda*sin(a));                % angle beta   
a_deg=radtodeg(a); 
  
%Taken the Volovo TD100 engine as the parameters of outer piston, 
% and taking the Volvo V70 engine parameters as the parameters of inner piston 
% m_piston_outer=2.0961 [kg];(instead of 2.4117) 
% m_piston_inner=3.266 [kg];(instead of 0.3867) 
% m_piston_bolt=0.0934 [kg];(instead of 0.1195) 
% m_conrod_total=0.4967 [kg];(instead of 0.6786) 
% m_conrod_oscillating=0.1294 [kg];(instead of 0.1761) 
% m_conrod_rotating=0.3673 [kg];(instead of 0.4999) 
% Ratio_oscill/total=0.2605; 
% m_seal=1.037 [kg]; 
% m_oscillating_total=0.6823 [kg];(instead of 0.6823) 
  
  
% N= 1500;  % engine speed [rpm]  
  
omega= 2*pi.*N/60;         % engine angular speed [rad/s]  
g= 9.81;                  % gravity acceleration [m/s2]  
  
x1= r*(1-cos(a));               %Piston Position 1st order 
x2= r*(lambda/2)*sin(a).^2;     %Piston Posotion 2nd order  
x= x1+x2;                       %Piton Position Total 
  
v1= r.*omega.*sin(a);                     %Piston Speed 1st order  
v2= r.*omega.*((lambda/2).*sin(2*a));      %Piston Speed 2nd order 
v= v1+v2;                               %Piston Speed Total  
  
acc1= r.*omega.^2.*cos(a);                 %Piston acceleration 1st order  
acc2= r.*omega.^2*lambda .* cos(2*a);      %Piston acceleration 2nd order  
acc=acc1+acc2;                          %Piston acceleration Total  
  
  
Sp= 2*Stroke.*N/60;         % Mean piston speed [rps]  
  
% Ratio_oscill/total=0.2605; 
m_p_outer = 1.81;                % Mass of the outer piston [kg]  
m_p_inner = 2.82;                % Mass of the Piston [kg] 
m_seal = 0.8956;                % Mass of the Piston [kg] 
m_b = 0.0806;                  % Mass of the Bolt   [kg]  
m_r = 0.3872;                  % Mass of the connecting rod [kg] 
mass = 2.7056;                 % Total mass of outer piston and sealing part[kg] 
  
l_tp = l*1/3;                  % length from piston end to center of gravity [m]  
  
m_ro = m_r*0.2605;             % Oscillating mass of the connecting rod [kg]  
  
m_osc_up =m_p_outer+m_seal;    % Total oscillating mass for upper oil chamber [kg] 
m_osc_low = m_p_outer+m_p_inner + m_b + m_ro;      % Total oscillating mass for lower oil 
chamber [kg]  
  
%Oscillating pressure for upper oil chamber resulting from mass force 
d = 120; %Assuming the diameter of inner piston is 120mm 
d0 = 80; %Assuming the outer diameter of lower sealing part is 80mm 
A_inner_up = pi*((d/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
A_inner_low = pi*((d/1000)^2-(d0/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
  
% Claculating the time of every step (0.2 angle) 0.2/(2*pi*N/60) 
Delta_t=0.2*60/(2*180*N); 
% Calculating the vave flow rates to the upper oil chamber and lower oil 
% chamber respectively 
% Flow rate equation: I=K*V/Lohms*sqrt(H/S) 
% I-Oil flow rate through the valve (L/min) 
% H-Differential pressure of oil flow through the valve (bar) 
% K-Constants related to different units (288 for bar and L/min) 
% Lohms-Flow resistance of the valve (Setting Lohms=300 for the intended solenoid valve) 
% V-Liquid viscosity correction factor (Setting V=0.9 for the valve and flow) 
% S-Liquid specific gravity (Using S=0.865 for the lubrication oil flow) 
K=288; %Constants related to different units 
Lohms=50; %Flow resistance of the valve 
Fv_oil=0.9; %Liquid viscosity correction factor 
S=0.865; %Liquid specific gravity 
%D_check-the diameter of check valve 
%K_check-the flow resistance coefficient of check valve 
%Check valve flow volume rate:I_check=(pi*D^2/4)*sqrt(2*Delta_P/K/rho); 
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D_check=0.00475;%the diameter of check valve is 0.187 inches, namely as 4.75mm; 
K_check=12; 
  
% I_up=K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt(DiffP_up/S); %Oil flow rate to the upper oil chamber 
% I_low=K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt(DiffP_low/S); %Oil flow rate to the upper oil chamber 
% for j=2:length(I_up) 
%     V_oil_up(j)=V_oil_up(j-1)+2*I_up(j-1)/60*Delta_t;% 2 valves to upper oil chamber 
%     V_oil_low(j)=V_oil_low(j-1)+2*I_low(j-1)/60*Delta_t;% 2 valves to upper oil chamber 
%     H_up(j)=V_oil_up(j)/1000/A_inner_up; 
%     H_down(j)=V_oil_low(j)/1000/A_inner_low; 
%     CR_up(j)=(2.07+1000*pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(j))/0.115; 
%     CR_down(j)=(2.07-1000*pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_down(j))/0.115; 
% end 
  
  
% Assuming the Volvo diesel engine clearance volume is Vc=0.115L, the start 
% compression ratio is 18/1, thus Vc+Vd=18*0.115=2.07 L. 
  
kappa=1.3; 
  
  
  
for i=1:7200 
     
    % the gas force should change with the cylinder vlume and then the 
    % piston height 
    if i==1 
        R_V(i)=1; 
    else 
        R_V(i)=((pi*(0.131^2)/4*x(i)*1000+0.115)-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i-
1))/(pi*(0.131^2)/4*x(i)*1000+0.115); 
    end 
     
   P_gas_VCR(i)=P_gas(i)*( R_V(i)^(-kappa)); 
    
     
    if acc(i)<=0  %the outer piston has upside acceleration 
        P_upper(i)=(m_osc_up*(-acc(i))+P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_up; 
        P_lower(i)=P_oil_low(i); 
%         P_lower(i)=0; 
    else if acc(i)>0   %the outer piston has downside acceleration 
            if (P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))>=(m_osc_up*acc(i)) 
                P_upper(i)=(P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4)-m_osc_up*acc(i))/A_inner_up; 
                P_lower(i)=P_oil_low(i); 
%                 P_lower(i)=0; 
            else 
%                 if i>2 & i<=300 
%                     P_lower(i)=(m_osc_up*acc(i)-P_gas(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_low; 
%                 P_upper(i)=P_lower(i); 
%                 else 
                P_upper(i)=0; 
                P_lower(i)=(m_osc_up*acc(i)-P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_low; 
%                 end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    if P_lower(i)<0 
        P_lower(i)=0; 
    else 
    end 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
    if P_upper(i)>=3447380  %the crack pressure of PRFA3756500L is 500psi; 
        P_upper(i)=3447380; 
        I_up_in(i)=0; 
        I_up_out(i)=-K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt((P_upper(i)/100000-1)/S); %relief flow rate 
        P_lower(i)=0; 
         
        if P_oil_low(i)< P_lower(i) 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
        else 
            I_low_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_oil_low(i)-P_lower(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
        end 
         
        I_low_out(i)=0; 
         
        if i==1 
            Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
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            Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        else 
            Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        end 
         
        if (Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up+Delta_V_low(i)/A_inner_low)>0 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
        else 
        end 
         
     
    else 
        if P_lower(i) <= P_upper(i) 
            I_up_in(i)=0; 
            I_up_out(i)=0; 
            I_low_out(i)=0; 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
            if i==1 
                Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            else 
                Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            end 
             
            if (Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up+Delta_V_low(i)/A_inner_low)<0 
                P_lower(i)=0; 
                 
                if P_oil_low(i) < P_lower(i) 
                    I_low_in(i)=0; 
                else 
                I_low_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_oil_low(i)-
P_lower(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
                end 
            else 
            end 
         
         
        else 
            if P_lower(i) > P_upper(i) 
                I_up_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_lower(i)-P_upper(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
                I_up_out(i)=0; 
                I_low_out(i)=-I_up_in(i); 
                I_low_in(i)=0; 
                 
                if i==1 
                    Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                    Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                else 
                    Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                    Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                end 
                 
            else 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
    if i==1 
        Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    else 
        Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    end 
     
    %Set a limit for the upper oil chamber volume variation and lower 
    %chamber volume variation 
    %the upper chamber volume is 8.4823e-2 L, the height is 7.5mm; 
    %the lower chamber volume is 4.7124e-2 L, the height is 7.5mm; 
     
    if (Delta_V_up(i) <= -A_inner_up*7.5) || (Delta_V_low(i) >= A_inner_low*7.5) 
        I_up_out(i)=0; 
%         I_low_in(i)=0; 
    else if (Delta_V_up(i) >= A_inner_up*7.5) || (Delta_V_low(i) <= -A_inner_low*7.5) 
%             I_up_in(i)=0; 
            I_low_out(i)=0; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
             
     
    if i==1 
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        Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    else 
        Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    end 
     
     
     
     
    H_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up; 
     
%     CR_up(i)=(2.07+pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i))/0.115; 
     
     
    CR_up(i)=(2.07-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i))/(0.115-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i)); 
     
     
     
     
end 
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A.2 Matlab Code for Uni-Flow Model 

clear;clc;close all; 
%% 
% Calculaing the oil pressure when flowing into the upper oil chamber and 
%lower oil chamber 
% Judging the oil flow type: laminar flow or turbulent flow 
% Calculating the Reynolds number 
% Specifying the parameters 
Q = 5e-5; d1 = 4e-3; rho = 865; mu = 11e-3; g = 9.8; 
N=2000;% engine speed 
N_cycle = 100; %the number of cycle 
% Assuming the oil volume flow rate is 3 L/min, namely as 5e-5 m3/s; 
% Assuming the lubrication oil pipe inner diameter is 4mm, namely as 4e-3m; 
% Assuming the lubricant oil is SAE 10W/30, working temperature is 100 °C, 
% then the oil density is 865 kg/m3, viscosity is 0.011 pa.s; 
% Calculating the oil flow velocity 
V1 = Q / (pi * d1^2 /4); 
Re1 = rho * V1 * d1 / mu; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; Q - oil volume flow rate; 
% d1 - pipe diameter; mu - oil viscosity; 
  
% Pipe1 - The oil pipe between oil pump to oil filter 
% Pipe2 - The vertical oil pipe between oil filter to main gallery 
% Pipe3 - The horizontal oil pipe between main gallery to main bearing 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe1 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe1 = 0.16; Delta_h_pipe1 = 0; Cf = 64;  
% Assuming the length of pipe1 from oip pump to filter is 160 mm, as 0.16m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe1 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe1/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe1 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe1 = e_pipe1 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe1 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe1 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe1; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe1 - outlet height; h1_pipe1 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
% Calculating the friction coefxcient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe1 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe1 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe1 = f_pipe1 * (L_pipe1/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f - friction coefxcient; L - oil pipe length; d - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe1 
Delta_P_pipe1 = Delta_P1_pipe1 + Delta_P2_pipe1 + Delta_P3_pipe1; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe2 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe2 = 0.15; Delta_h_pipe2 = 0.15; Cf = 64; g = 9.8; 
% Assuming the length (height) of pipe2 from filter to main gallery is 150 mm, as 0.15m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe2 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe2/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe2 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe2 = e_pipe2 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe2 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe2 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe2; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe2 - outlet height; h1_pipe2 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
% Calculating the friction coefxcient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe2 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe2 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
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% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe2 = f_pipe2 * (L_pipe2/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f_pipe2 - friction coefxcient; L_pipe2 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe 
Delta_P_pipe2 = Delta_P1_pipe2 + Delta_P2_pipe2 + Delta_P3_pipe2; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop of pipe3 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_pipe3 = 0.08; Delta_h_pipe3 = 0; Cf = 64; g = 9.8; 
% Assuming the length (height) of pipe3 of main gallery is 80 mm, as 0.08m; 
% Calculating the pressure drop coefficient 
e_pipe3 = (64/Re1) * (L_pipe3/d1); 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; L_pipe3 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
  
% Calculating oil flow pressure drop 
Delta_P1_pipe3 = e_pipe3 * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% e_pipe3 - pressure drop coefxcient; rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the gravity pressure drop 
Delta_P2_pipe3 = rho * g * Delta_h_pipe3; 
% rho - oil density; g - gravity number; h2_pipe3 - outlet height; h1_pipe3 - inlet height; 
  
% Calculating friction loss through oil pipe 
% Calculating the friction coefficient 
if Re1 < 2300 
    f_pipe3 = Cf / Re1; 
else 
    f_pipe3 = 0.25/(log(k/(3.7*d1)+5.74/(Re1^0.9)))^2; 
end 
% Cf = 64 for circular cross-section; Cf = 56 for square cross-section;  
% Cf = 96 for an inxnitely wide two-dimensional passage; 
% Re1 - oil flow Reynolds number; 
Delta_P3_pipe3 = f_pipe3 * (L_pipe3/d1) * rho * (V1^2) / 2; 
% f_pipe3 - friction coefxcient; L_pipe3 - oil pipe length; d1 - pipe diameter; 
% rho - oil density; V1 - oil flow velocity; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the pipe 
Delta_P_pipe3 = Delta_P1_pipe3 + Delta_P2_pipe3 + Delta_P3_pipe3; 
  
% Claculating the oil flow pressure drop through the filter 
% Specifying the parameters 
L_filter = 6.35e-3; mu = 11e-3; x1 = 0.85; Df_filter = 2.8e-6; Af_filter = 0.3584; 
% These parameters are got by the Ref[9] 
% Calculating the filter cross-section area 
Delta_P_filter = 224*L_filter*mu*(1.07-x1)*(1-
x1)/(Df_filter^2*Af_filter*x1*(log10(1e5*x1*Af_filter*mu/(Df_filter*Q*rho))))*Q; 
% L_filter - filter bed thickness; mu - oil viscosity; Df_filter - filter fibre diameter; 
% x1 - porosity of filter element (dimensionless); rho - oil density; 
% Af_filter - Projected area of fibres; Q - Oil volume flow rate; 
  
% Calculating the oil flow pressure drop through the main bearing 
% Delta_P_mainO = 6*mu*(L3-a3)*Q/(pi*c^3*d3*(2+3*x2^2)); 
% mu - oil viscosity; L3 - the width of main bearing; 
% a3 - the width of groove; Q - oil volume flow rate; c - the radial clearance; 
% d3 - the diameter of main bearing;  
% x2 - the average eccentricity value during one cycle; 
  
% Calculating the pressure drop through the crank shaft 
% Big end bearing--188.7mm, Small end bearing--63.3mm 
% Specifying the parameters 
mu = 11e-3; L_shaft = 4.7e-2; D_shaft = 4e-3; N_engine = N/60;  
omega = 2*pi*N_engine; r1 = 104e-3/2; r2 = 82e-3/2; 
% The L_shaft is calculated based on the journal length, crank pin length, 
% and the journal radius; 
% Assuming the D_shaft is the same with oil pipe diameter; 
% Assuming engine speed is 1500 rpm/min, namely as 25 rpm/s; 
Delta_P_crank = (128*mu*L_shaft*Q/(pi*D_shaft^4))+(rho*(omega*r2)^2/2)-(rho*omega^2*(r1^2-
r2^2)/2); 
% mu - oil viscosity; L_shaft - length of transfer passage in crank shaft;  
% Q - oil volume flow rate; 
% D - diameter of transfer hole; omega - engine rotation velocity; 
% r1 - radial distance from crank-shaft centerline to transfer hole exit 
% r2 - main bearing journal radius 
  
% Calculating the pressure drop through the connecting rod 
% Connecting rod length--188.7 mm, Small end bearing--63.3mm 
% Specifying the parameters of connecting rod 
L_rod = 188.7e-3; d_rod = 4e-3; V5 = Q/(pi*d_rod^2/4); rho = 865; mu = 11e-3;  
g = 9.8; R = 108e-3/2; x_rod = 46e-3; Delta_P_rod_max = 0; Delta_P_rod_min = 2e+5; 
% Calculating the pressure drop through the piston 
% Specifying the parameters of piston 
h_U = 20e-3; h_L = 10e-3; d_piston = 10e-3; V6 = Q/(pi*d_piston^2/4); rho = 865; 
mu = 11e-3; g = 9.8; x_piston = 46e-3; Delta_P_uppiston_max = 0; Delta_P_uppiston_min = 3e+4; 
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Delta_P_lowpiston_max = 0; Delta_P_lowpiston_min = 2e+4; 
Delta_P_up_max = 0; Delta_P_up_min = 3e+5; 
Delta_P_low_max = 0; Delta_P_low_min = 3e+5; 
  
% N_cycle = 100; %the number of cycle 
  
i=1; 
for sita= 0.2:0.2:(720*2*N_cycle) 
% for t= 0:0.001:0.2 
     
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the rod 
%     sita = omega*t; 
    fi = asin(abs(R * sin(sita*pi/180))/L_rod); 
    Delta_P1_rod = rho*g*L_rod*cos(fi); 
    Re_rod = rho * V5 * d_rod / mu; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the rod 
    f_rod = 64/Re_rod; 
    Delta_P2_rod = f_rod * (rho*L_rod/d_rod) / (V5^2/2); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the rod 
    Delta_P3_rod = rho*omega^2*L_rod*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the connecting rod 
    Delta_P_rod = Delta_P1_rod+Delta_P2_rod+Delta_P3_rod; 
    % Confirming the max value of connecting rod pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_rod >= Delta_P_rod_max 
        Delta_P_rod_max = Delta_P_rod; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of connecting rod pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_rod < Delta_P_rod_min 
        Delta_P_rod_min = Delta_P_rod; 
    else 
    end 
     
    Re_piston = rho * V6 * d_piston / mu; 
    f_piston = 1/(1.8^2 * (log10(6.9/Re_piston+(x_piston/d_piston/3.7)^1.11))^2); 
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P1_uppiston = rho*g*h_U; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P2_uppiston = f_piston * (8*rho*h_U*Q^2)/(pi^2*d_piston^5); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the uppiston 
    Delta_P3_uppiston = rho*omega^2*h_U*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the uppiston 
    Delta_P_uppiston = Delta_P1_uppiston+Delta_P2_uppiston+Delta_P3_uppiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of uppiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_uppiston >= Delta_P_uppiston_max 
        Delta_P_uppiston_max = Delta_P_uppiston; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of uppiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_uppiston < Delta_P_uppiston_min 
        Delta_P_uppiston_min = Delta_P_uppiston; 
    else 
    end 
     
    % Calculating the gravity pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P1_lowpiston = rho*g*h_L; 
    % Calculating the fractional pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P2_lowpiston = f_piston * (8*rho*h_L*Q^2)/(pi^2*d_piston^5); 
    % Calculating the acceleration pressure drop through the lowpiston 
    Delta_P3_lowpiston = -rho*omega^2*h_L*R*cos(sita*pi/180); 
    % Calculating the pressure drop of the lowpiston 
    Delta_P_lowpiston = Delta_P1_lowpiston+Delta_P2_lowpiston+Delta_P3_lowpiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of lowpiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_lowpiston >= Delta_P_lowpiston_max 
        Delta_P_lowpiston_max = Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of lowpiston pressure drop 
    if Delta_P_lowpiston < Delta_P_lowpiston_min 
        Delta_P_lowpiston_min = Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    else 
    end 
     
     % Calculating the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    Delta_P_up = Delta_P_pipe1 + Delta_P_pipe2 + Delta_P_pipe3 + Delta_P_filter + Delta_P_crank 
+ Delta_P_rod + Delta_P_uppiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    if Delta_P_up >= Delta_P_up_max 
        Delta_P_up_max = Delta_P_up; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of the pressure drop from pump to the uppiston 
    if Delta_P_up < Delta_P_up_min 
        Delta_P_up_min = Delta_P_up; 
    else 
    end 
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    % Calculating the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    Delta_P_low = Delta_P_pipe1 + Delta_P_pipe2 + Delta_P_pipe3 + Delta_P_filter + Delta_P_crank 
+ Delta_P_rod + Delta_P_lowpiston; 
    % Confirming the max value of the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    if Delta_P_low >= Delta_P_low_max 
        Delta_P_low_max = Delta_P_low; 
    else 
    end 
    % Confirming the min value of the pressure drop from pump to the lowiston 
    if Delta_P_low < Delta_P_low_min 
        Delta_P_low_min = Delta_P_low; 
    else 
    end 
     
    %Recoding the pressure drop variation data 
    Crankangle(i)=sita; 
    P_up(i)=Delta_P_up; 
    P_low(i)=Delta_P_low; 
    %Recoding the oil pressure variation data 
    P_oil_up(i)=3.5e5-Delta_P_up; 
    P_oil_low(i)=3.5e5-Delta_P_low; 
     
     
    i=i+1; 
end 
  
P_oil_up=P_oil_up'; 
P_oil_low=P_oil_low'; 
  
  
  
  
  
%% 
%Reading the gas force data 
file_date='155913_01'; 
Fpga_add='fpga_data.bin'; 
Logg_add='daq_data.txt'; 
file_fpga=strcat(file_date,Fpga_add); 
file_logg=strcat(file_date,Logg_add); 
LoggData= load(file_logg); 
  
[test]=fopen(file_fpga,'rb'); 
data=fread(test,'int16'); 
chALL=reshape(data,5,[]); 
  
try 
   fpga.pressure=reshape(chALL(1,:),3600,[])*(20/(2^16)*20); 
   fpga.rail=reshape(chALL(2,:),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20*712.5-356.25; 
   fpga.injector_current=reshape(chALL(3,:),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20; 
catch 
    fpga.pressure=reshape(chALL(1,:),3600,[])*0.00030517578125*20; 
    fpga.rail=reshape(chALL(2,1:end-1),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20*712.5-356.25; 
    fpga.injector_current=reshape(chALL(3,1:end-1),3600,[])*(2^-16)*20;     
end 
  
fpga.pressure=(fpga.pressure+1+0.97)*2;     %shift of the pressure trace above  
% P_gas=fpga.pressure(:,1); 
  
% for j=1:3600 
% P_gas(j)=fpga.pressure(j,1); 
% end 
%  
% for j=3601:7200 
% P_gas(j)=fpga.pressure(j-3600,1); 
% end 
  
for k_cycle=1:(2*N_cycle) 
    for j=1:3600 
        P_gas(j+(k_cycle-1)*3600)=fpga.pressure(j,1); 
    end 
end 
  
  
  
%% 
%Calculating the chamber pressure 
% P= 80*10^5;        %max pressure   [Pa] 
% B= 0.120;           %Bore Dimension [m] 
% Stroke= 0.09;       %Stroke length [m]  
% l = 0.138;          %Connecting Rod length [m] 
% r= 0.045;           %Crank radius [m] 
% lambda= r/l;        % ratio between r/l 
% Rc = 10;             % Compression ratio  
% A = 0.25*pi*B^2;     % Area of the outer piston [m2] 
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%Inputs 
B= 0.131;           %Bore Dimension [m] 
Stroke= 0.158;       %Stroke length [m]  
l = 0.26;          %Connecting Rod length [m] 
r= 0.079;           %Crank radius [m] 
lambda= r/l;        % ratio between r/l 
Rc = 17.8;             % Compression ratio  
A = 0.25*pi*B^2;     % Area of the outer piston [m2] 
  
  
a= (pi* linspace(0,(720*2*N_cycle),5*(720*2*N_cycle))')/180;    % Crank angle increment alpha  
b=  asin(lambda*sin(a));                % angle beta   
a_deg=radtodeg(a); 
  
%Taken the Volovo TD100 engine as the parameters of outer piston, 
% and taking the Volvo V70 engine parameters as the parameters of inner piston 
% m_piston_outer=2.0961 [kg];(instead of 2.4117) 
% m_piston_inner=3.266 [kg];(instead of 0.3867) 
% m_piston_bolt=0.0934 [kg];(instead of 0.1195) 
% m_conrod_total=0.4967 [kg];(instead of 0.6786) 
% m_conrod_oscillating=0.1294 [kg];(instead of 0.1761) 
% m_conrod_rotating=0.3673 [kg];(instead of 0.4999) 
% Ratio_oscill/total=0.2605; 
% m_seal=1.037 [kg]; 
% m_oscillating_total=0.6823 [kg];(instead of 0.6823) 
  
  
% N= 1500;  % engine speed [rpm]  
  
omega= 2*pi.*N/60;         % engine angular speed [rad/s]  
g= 9.81;                  % gravity acceleration [m/s2]  
  
x1= r*(1-cos(a));               %Piston Position 1st order 
x2= r*(lambda/2)*sin(a).^2;     %Piston Posotion 2nd order  
x= x1+x2;                       %Piton Position Total 
  
v1= r.*omega.*sin(a);                     %Piston Speed 1st order  
v2= r.*omega.*((lambda/2).*sin(2*a));      %Piston Speed 2nd order 
v= v1+v2;                               %Piston Speed Total  
  
acc1= r.*omega.^2.*cos(a);                 %Piston acceleration 1st order  
acc2= r.*omega.^2*lambda .* cos(2*a);      %Piston acceleration 2nd order  
acc=acc1+acc2;                          %Piston acceleration Total  
  
  
Sp= 2*Stroke.*N/60;         % Mean piston speed [rps]  
  
% Ratio_oscill/total=0.2605; 
m_p_outer = 1.81;                % Mass of the outer piston [kg]  
m_p_inner = 2.82;                % Mass of the Piston [kg] 
m_seal = 0.8956;                % Mass of the Piston [kg] 
m_b = 0.0806;                  % Mass of the Bolt   [kg]  
m_r = 0.3872;                  % Mass of the connecting rod [kg] 
mass = 2.7056;                 % Total mass of outer piston and sealing part[kg] 
  
l_tp = l*1/3;                  % length from piston end to center of gravity [m]  
  
m_ro = m_r*0.2605;             % Oscillating mass of the connecting rod [kg]  
  
m_osc_up =m_p_outer+m_seal;    % Total oscillating mass for upper oil chamber [kg] 
m_osc_low = m_p_outer+m_p_inner + m_b + m_ro;      % Total oscillating mass for lower oil 
chamber [kg]  
  
% %Oscillating pressure for upper oil chamber resulting from mass force 
% d = 120; %Assuming the diameter of inner piston is 120mm 
% d0 = 80; %Assuming the outer diameter of lower sealing part is 80mm 
% A_inner_up = pi*((d/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
% A_inner_low = pi*((d/1000)^2-(d0/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
  
% Claculating the time of every step (0.2 angle) 0.2/(2*pi*N/60) 
Delta_t=0.2*60/(2*180*N); 
% Calculating the vave flow rates to the upper oil chamber and lower oil 
% chamber respectively 
% Flow rate equation: I=K*V/Lohms*sqrt(H/S) 
% I-Oil flow rate through the valve (L/min) 
% H-Differential pressure of oil flow through the valve (bar) 
% K-Constants related to different units (288 for bar and L/min) 
% Lohms-Flow resistance of the valve (Setting Lohms=300 for the intended solenoid valve) 
% V-Liquid viscosity correction factor (Setting V=0.9 for the valve and flow) 
% S-Liquid specific gravity (Using S=0.865 for the lubrication oil flow) 
K=288; %Constants related to different units 
% Lohms=50; %Flow resistance of the valve 
Fv_oil=0.9; %Liquid viscosity correction factor 
S=0.865; %Liquid specific gravity 
%D_check-the diameter of check valve 
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%K_check-the flow resistance coefficient of check valve 
%Check valve flow volume rate:I_check=(pi*D^2/4)*sqrt(2*Delta_P/K/rho); 
% D_check=0.00475;%the diameter of check valve is 0.187 inches, namely as 4.75mm; 
K_check=12; 
  
% I_up=K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt(DiffP_up/S); %Oil flow rate to the upper oil chamber 
% I_low=K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt(DiffP_low/S); %Oil flow rate to the upper oil chamber 
% for j=2:length(I_up) 
%     V_oil_up(j)=V_oil_up(j-1)+2*I_up(j-1)/60*Delta_t;% 2 valves to upper oil chamber 
%     V_oil_low(j)=V_oil_low(j-1)+2*I_low(j-1)/60*Delta_t;% 2 valves to upper oil chamber 
%     H_up(j)=V_oil_up(j)/1000/A_inner_up; 
%     H_down(j)=V_oil_low(j)/1000/A_inner_low; 
%     CR_up(j)=(2.07+1000*pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(j))/0.115; 
%     CR_down(j)=(2.07-1000*pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_down(j))/0.115; 
% end 
  
  
% Assuming the Volvo diesel engine clearance volume is Vc=0.115L, the start 
% compression ratio is 18/1, thus Vc+Vd=18*0.115=2.07 L. 
kappa=1.3; 
  
%Numbers of iterations 
% m1=0; %Iteration number of upper chamber diameter 
m2=0; %Iteration number of lower chamber inner diameter 
CR_d_d0=zeros(121,5); 
CR_final=zeros(121,1); 
  
% Lohms=[400,220,100,50] 
% D_check=[0.00475,0.00635,0.00953,0.0127] 
  
 Lohms=50 %Flow resistance of the valve 
  
 D_check=0.00475 
  
  
  
for i=1:(5*(720*2*N_cycle)) 
     
     
    %Oscillating pressure for upper oil chamber resulting from mass force 
    d = 116; %Assuming the diameter of inner piston is 120mm 
    d0 = 92; %Assuming the outer diameter of lower sealing part is 80mm 
    A_inner_up = pi*((d/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
    A_inner_low = pi*((d/1000)^2-(d0/1000)^2)/4; %Calculating the area of upper chamber 
     
     
     
     
    % the gas force should change with the cylinder vlume and then the 
    % piston height 
    if i==1 
        R_V(i)=1; 
    else 
        R_V(i)=((pi*(0.131^2)/4*x(i)*1000+0.115)-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i-
1))/(pi*(0.131^2)/4*x(i)*1000+0.115); 
    end 
     
   P_gas_VCR(i)=P_gas(i)*( R_V(i)^(-kappa)); 
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
    if acc(i)<=0  %the outer piston has upside acceleration 
        P_upper(i)=(m_osc_up*(-acc(i))+P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_up; 
        P_lower(i)=P_oil_low(i); 
%         P_lower(i)=0; 
    else if acc(i)>0   %the outer piston has downside acceleration 
            if (P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))>=(m_osc_up*acc(i)) 
                P_upper(i)=(P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4)-m_osc_up*acc(i))/A_inner_up; 
                P_lower(i)=P_oil_low(i); 
%                 P_lower(i)=0; 
            else 
%                 if i>2 & i<=300 
%                     P_lower(i)=(m_osc_up*acc(i)-P_gas(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_low; 
%                 P_upper(i)=P_lower(i); 
%                 else 
                P_upper(i)=0; 
                P_lower(i)=(m_osc_up*acc(i)-P_gas_VCR(i)*10^5*(pi*B^2/4))/A_inner_low; 
%                 end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
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    if P_lower(i)<0 
        P_lower(i)=0; 
    else 
    end 
     
     
     
     
    %     50psi--344738 
    %     80psi--551581 
    %     120psi--827371 
    %     200psi--1378950 
    %     300psi--2068430 
    %     400psi--2757900 
    %     500psi--3447380 
     
    %1378950 
     
    if P_upper(i)>=3447380  %the crack pressure of PRFA3756500L is 500psi; 
        P_upper(i)=3447380; 
        I_up_in(i)=0; 
        I_up_out(i)=-K*Fv_oil/Lohms*sqrt((P_upper(i)/100000-1)/S); %relief flow rate 
        P_lower(i)=0; 
         
        if P_oil_low(i)< P_lower(i) 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
        else 
            I_low_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_oil_low(i)-P_lower(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
        end 
         
        I_low_out(i)=0; 
         
        if i==1 
            Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        else 
            Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        end 
         
        if (Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up+Delta_V_low(i)/A_inner_low)>=0 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
        else 
        end 
         
     
    else 
        if P_lower(i) <= P_upper(i) 
            I_up_in(i)=0; 
            I_up_out(i)=0; 
            I_low_out(i)=0; 
            I_low_in(i)=0; 
            if i==1 
                Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            else 
                Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
            end 
             
            if (Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up+Delta_V_low(i)/A_inner_low)<0 
                P_lower(i)=0; 
                 
                if P_oil_low(i) < P_lower(i) 
                    I_low_in(i)=0; 
                else 
                I_low_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_oil_low(i)-
P_lower(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
                end 
            else 
            end 
         
         
        else 
            if P_lower(i) > P_upper(i) 
                I_up_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_lower(i)-P_upper(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
                I_up_out(i)=0; 
                I_low_out(i)=-I_up_in(i); 
                I_low_in(i)=0; 
                 
                if i==1 
                    Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                    Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                else 
                    Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
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                    Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
                end 
                 
%                 if (Delta_V_up(i)+Delta_V_low(i))<0 
%                     P_upper(i)=0; 
%                     I_up_in(i)=(pi*D_check^2/4)*sqrt(2*(P_lower(i)-
P_upper(i))/K_check/rho)*1000*60; 
%                     I_up_out(i)=0; 
%                     I_low_out(i)=-I_up_in(i); 
%                     I_low_in(i)=0; 
%                 else 
%                 end 
                 
            else 
            end 
             
        end 
         
    end 
     
    if i==1 
        Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    else 
        Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    end 
     
     
    %Set a limit for the upper oil chamber volume variation and lower 
    %chamber volume variation 
    %the upper chamber volume is 8.4823e-2 L, the height is 7.5mm; 
    %the lower chamber volume is 4.7124e-2 L, the height is 7.5mm; 
     
    if (Delta_V_up(i) <= -A_inner_up*4) || (Delta_V_low(i) >= A_inner_low*4) 
        I_up_out(i)=0; 
        I_low_in(i)=0; 
    else if (Delta_V_up(i) >= A_inner_up*4) || (Delta_V_low(i) <= -A_inner_low*4) 
            I_up_in(i)=0; 
            I_low_out(i)=0; 
        else 
        end 
    end 
     
%     if Delta_V_low(i) < -4.7124e-2 
%         I_low_out(i)=0; 
%         I_up_in(i)=0; 
%     else if Delta_V_low(i) > 4.7124e-2 
%             I_low_in(i)=0; 
%             I_up_out(i)=0; 
%         else 
%         end 
%     end 
         
     
    if i==1 
        Delta_V_up(i)=(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    else 
        Delta_V_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i-1)+(I_up_in(i)+ I_up_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
        Delta_V_low(i)=Delta_V_low(i-1)+(I_low_in(i)+ I_low_out(i))/60*Delta_t; 
    end 
     
     
     
     
    H_up(i)=Delta_V_up(i)/A_inner_up; 
     
%     CR_up(i)=(2.07+pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i))/0.115; 
     
     
    CR_up(i)=(2.07-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i))/(0.115-pi*(0.131^2)/4*H_up(i)); 
      
     
end 
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Appendix B: Drawings  

Drawing for the original piston (fixed compression ratio) and connecting rod 

 
 
Drawing for version 0.1:  
 

 
 
Drawing for version 0.2: 
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Drawing for version 0.3: 
 

 
 
 
Drawing for version 0.4: 
Connecting rod and piston for Double-flow model: 
  

 
 


